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Civic institutions such as the Police, the Judiciary and Governmental organizations rely heavily on a 
positive public perception in order to create a successful symbiotic working relationship. Although the 
public perception of these various institutions is often based on their actual performance and objectives 
within the public realm, the cognitive image which the public has of an institution is based on a variety of 
factors. The architecture which houses these institutions provides one of the primary valuable platforms to 
engage with the public and to express the vision and ideals of these institutions.   It is thus important to 
understand the potential of architecture to shape a public perception or cognitive image. This paper seeks to 
understand how this can be achieved through the physical and emotional influences of the built form as 
well as to understand the role of society in shaping these perceptions. In South Africa, where a new 
democratic society has emerged, the re-imagination of civic institutions and their architecture to form a new 
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The Pyramids in Egypt, with their dominant mass reaching into the sky, project an image of power 
associated with the Egyptian pharaohs of the time and yet also epitomize the search for eternal life after 
death. On the other hand, the concave roofs of traditional Chinese architecture portray an image of modesty 
and express the spirit of a society in a state of harmony with nature (Bacon 1967: 18).  These two contrasting 
ideologies expressed through architecture are examples of meaning infused within the built environment, a 
tool which has been used in architecture since ancient time. This symbolism within architecture has 
continued to be used as a means of reflecting the changing cultural, political and socio economic conditions 
of the time.   
 
It is humanity’s ability to understand symbolism with conceptualized meaning through speech which sets 
us apart of all other animal life and as such the meaning given to objects and perceived by others is an 
important part of the human environment. People continually perceive their environments, giving meaning 
to what they see, hear and feel (Jencks 1985). Architecture and the built environment form an important 
part of the human environment and as such, people perceive, and furthermore, give meaning to 
architecture. A work of architecture, as a whole and in its parts, acts as a symbolic statement, which 
conveys, through our senses, humanly relevant qualities and situations (Arnheimn, 1975: 208). Even where 
architecture has been designed for functionalism with no message or meaning, the inhabitant will find 
personal meaning within that experience (Broadbent 1979: 12). Architecture, as a means of uniting a 
collective group of people under one ideology, has been used throughout history. A fine example of this is 
the oppressive architecture of National Socialist Germany (Nazi). The importance of the built environment 
as a communication tool for the propagandist nature of Hitler’s regime was such that the labor 
concentration camps were focused around the production of building materials. The monumental 
architecture that arose during this time was used to express the power of the political party in power at the 
time and further helped establish a culture of fear and control and develop a cohesive and purposeful 
collective cognitive image within that society. (Jaskot 2000) Thus the Symbolism and imagery associated 
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with architecture are powerful tools which can and have been used by governments, corporations, and 
religious entities to communicate with the public.  
 
People experience architecture from a distance and are cognoscente of the form and also of how its mass 
interacts with the space around it.  The perception and therefore the meaning found in architecture is 
created by the viewers experience with the built form. Architecture is not experienced as an isolated visual 
entity, but rather as fully integrated material, embodied with a spiritual essence with greater metaphysical 
meaning (Pallasmaa, 2005: 12). However, the building is also experienced from within: the textures, light 
and shade, functioning and atmosphere add further meaning to the building as the inhabitant builds 
association due to the collective experience within rather than the preconceived analogy portrayed by the 
form (Pallasmaa 2005).   
 
1.1.2 Motivation / Justification of the Study 
 
The public protection and justice systems are important institutions which serve to maintain order within 
modern society (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 Act 108 of 1996). The general 
public image of these institutions has come to revolve around the criminal element within society with the 
focus primarily on punishment and the enforcement of law rather than a public service (Faull 2011). 
However, this preoccupation with dealing with the disruptive and anti social elements within the society has 
often been at the expense of the average law abiding citizen. As such the public image of judicial offices 
and law enforcement has historically presented a harsh and overbearing expression of the power of these 
institutions (Faull 2011). 
 
However, these institutions are places where victims come to seek help at the most traumatic moments of 
their lives. In these times the victim requires a comforting, welcoming environment which clearly identifies 
the justice and law enforcement systems as places offering help and relief from societal injustice. The 
environment should appropriately establish these institutions as a service portal to the community while still 
allowing for the sense of integrity and strength of the justice system (Rauch 1994).  
 
Post-Apartheid South Africa has a troubled history with regards to law enforcement and judicial systems. 
The South African Police Service (SAPS) and judicial systems, under the Apartheid regime, were used as a 
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means of intimidation and facilitation of power. Police brutality and force were used to enforce the 
inhumane and racist laws of the minority white governed National Party government (Marks 1995). In these 
times the judicial system, as in the case with many oppressive regimes, served to curtail the basic rights of 
the majority of the population.  The architecture of the time further aimed to oppress the majority and 
express the might of the government. Although, now in a democratic free state, the stigma attached to the 
image of the South African police service as an enforcer of government has not yet been redeemed (Marks 
1995).  
 
Furthermore, the architecture associated with the criminal justice system, a remnant of the apartheid 
regime, also has a detrimental effect on those working for these institutions, who serve to protect the public 
good.  In such positions of stress, where on a daily basis these public servants come face to face with the 
worst elements of society, the psychological effects are well documented with these important figures often 
lacking inspiration and losing faith in goodness of society (Marks 1995). Therefore the architecture serves as 
an opportunity to inspire such people and ensure that the values for which that have been fighting for are 
reinforced. Moreover, the creation of specialized facilities to house these various institutions have been 
neglected, with a present day trend of locating facilities such as police stations in standard office blocks 
being widely exposed in the media. In a country where crime is unfortunately a part of societies sub 
conscious, this practice seems inappropriate, and raises questions regarding how this contributes to the 
public perception of the police force. 
 
The architecture associated with the oppression of the majority during the apartheid has remained to serve 
the new Democratic Republic of South Africa. In a society now based on freedom, the memory associated 
with these images of oppression serve only to strain ties between the community and the judiciary. 
Furthermore, in the new South Africa, architecture needs to encourage a holistic approach to justice and 
law enforcement where community involvement and interaction with these institutions is encouraged as a 
means of social upliftment and integration which ultimately leads to crime prevention. The new 
Constitution entitles citizens to freedom, security and dignity, and therefore the duty of the security forces 
is to protect the rights of the public (Mufamadi 1994). The establishment of this rights based approach to 
policing will form a powerful symbol of the new democracy and furthermore re-instill public confidence in 
these institutions (Mufamadi 1994).  This is in line with Markus argument that buildings can be seen 
primarily as social objects rather than mere art, investment or technical triumphs (Markus 1993: 3).  In this 
context, where the vision and objectives of a public institution have changed, the civic architecture 
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associated with these institutions provides a valuable platform to redefine the public image and thus the 
social relationship between public and the institution. 
 
1.2 DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM, AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
 
1.2.1 Definition of the Problem 
 
The perception and understanding of symbolic architecture is widely reliant on culture and thus a 
framework of belief (Jencks 1985: 238). These ideologies upon which the culture is based will often form 
the basis for language which the architecture adopts. Depending on the socio-political climate of the time 
and place, concepts such as fear, power, democracy or equality can be demonstrated through the use of the 
built environment. Semiotics, or the understanding of language, in architectural expression is especially 
relevant in societies which are trying to reinvent themselves as is the case with South Africa as it moves 
from apartheid to democracy (Joubert 2009:12). It is on this basis that the research finds relevance with 
special reference to the public protection and justice systems which hold great power in the symbolic 
transformation of the country. 
 
Although primarily focused on the role of the built environment in the formation of a public cognitive 
image, the research also finds broader social relevance in the social perception of civic institutions. 
Governmental organizations, corporations and religious institutions rely heavily on their public image to 
secure a positive relationship with the public. The media provides a good platform for these institutions to 
brand themselves and thus influence public perception in a broad manner. Furthermore, this provides a 
basis for the creation of a working relationship with the societies which they serve. A community which 
feels connected to the institution such as a police station will be more inclined to form a closer positive 
working relationship (Rauch 1994). Architecture, which pre-dates print and television media, can further 
add to the forum whereby these institutions establish a positive public image and more importantly, a 
successful working relationship. As previously discussed, the post-apartheid South Africa is still in the 
process of redefining and reconstructing the public images of institutions such as the justice and public 
protection sectors. In the democratic South Africa the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) 
provides an outline of the policy changes the government seeks to undertake. This plan seeks to create a 
coherent integrated socio-economic policy framework to move towards a free and democratic country. 
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Within this framework, the importance of consultation and the creation of a positive working relationship 
with civil society is highlighted (www.nelsonmandela.org). The problem facing the architecture of civic 
institutions and even that of corporate brands is how to successfully align with changing policies and 
frameworks and successfully express these ideals to the society which their built environment serves and 




The aim of this research is to investigate and understand the importance of the creation of a cognitive image 
through the built environment and furthermore explore the factors which influence the development of 
meaning and perceptions of civic entities and the urban environment as a whole. 
 
1) Understanding how spatial planning and urban design of architecture can create a positive 
psychological and physical linkage between the individual, society and the given institution. 
2) Investigate the importance of architecture in the image and identity of civic institutions. 
3) Explore how meaning is given to architectural form. 
4) Understand how culture influences perception, meaning and identity within the built environment. 
5) Understand how existing public perception of an institution influences how the public views the 
architecture.  
6) Investigate the role of physical form and experiential symbolism in the creation of a cognitive 
image.  
 
1.3. SETTING OUT THE SCOPE 
 
1.3.1 Delimitation of the Research Problem 
 
This research will seek to understand the importance of symbolism and the cognitive image in the creation 
cohesive communities. Thus, the main area of focus will be on the psychological and metaphysical 
importance of architecture and will aim to establish how architecture can successfully express meaning to 
the society which it serves.  Furthermore, the research is to investigate whether the physical form or the 
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experiential value of space is more important in creating meaningful symbolism and positive cognitive 
imagery within the built environment? 
This research seeks to understand how architecture can be used in modern times to convey positive 
meaning and promote a successful relationship with the community through the creation of a positive 
cognitive image. The research takes cognoscente of the diverse nature of cultural differences and will not 
seek to define a specific culture specific formulation for specific symbolic meaning. 
 
1.3.2 Definition of Terms 
 
Signifier: The pattern of marks on paper, sounds in the air or even building forms by which the sign itself is 
made physically manifest. 
Signified: The concepts or ideas which are represented by the signifier. 
Built environment: In terms of this research, this term refers to all built form, including architecture, urban 
design, landscaping and elements such as sculpture. 
Cognitive Image: This is the generalized mental picture of the exterior physical world held by an 
individual, based on immediate sensation and memory of past experience. This is used by the individual to 
interpret the situation and gives an emotional an analytical perception of that environment (Lynch, 1960:4). 
Subject: The person or society who is experiencing and thus interpreting the building. (Markus 1993) 
Subjective: Phenomena appertaining to mental life 
Objective: Phenomena occurring in the physical environment (Hesselgren 1969: 14) 
1.3.3 Stating the Assumptions 
 
Key assumptions are: 
 
1) People perceive their environments and thus give meaning to form, space and objects. 
2) Symbolism and image are important tools in architectural expression. 
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1.3.4 Key Questions 
 
The primary research question will seek to understand whether the physical form is more important than 
the experiential value of space in creating meaningful symbolism and positive cognitive imagery within the 
built environment? 
 
The relevant questions to answer this problem are as follows: 
 
1) How does perception influence symbolism and meaning? 
2) How does sensory experience through spatial and 3 dimensional planning create a symbolic 
meaning in architecture? 
3) What is meaning? 
4) How does architecture communicate meaning through form? 
5) What is the role of symbolism in architecture in civic society? 
6)  What is the importance of creating a positive cognitive image, through the built environment, within 




The hypothesis for the research is as follows: 
 
In order to create meaningful spaces, where a symbiotic relationship is created between the public and civic 
entities, positive cognitive imagery will best be established through the appropriate use of both form and 
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Semiology, the theory of signs, is essentially the fundamental science of human communication (Baird, 
1969:7). In order to understand meaning in the built environment, a semiological approach is required to 
understand the mechanics of meaning and perception. Within this, the concepts of iconism and 
monumentality versus that of the small scale narrative need to be discussed. Fundamental to semiology and 
meaning in architecture is the idea that any form in the environment, or sign in language is motivated, or 
capable of being motivated. Saussure points out that although a form may initially be arbitrary, subsequent 
experience of that form may give rise to the form acquiring meaning (Jencks 1969: 11). 
 
Related to the notion of semiology is symbolism. Symbolism within the built environment is an important 
element within this research. Symbolism is the expression of the intangible or invisible by means of visual 
representation and thus is of interest when understanding how social, cultural and political ideals are 
represented through the built environment. 
 
Perception also forms an integral part of the study. In order to understand how meaning can be successfully 
transferred to the public through the built environment, it is important to understand how perception is 




An understanding of the expression of culture and identity through architecture is also required as culture 
can be defined as the totality of symbols in which human life within a group is realized (Mehrhoff, 1990: 
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Linked to identity and culture is the notion of Hybridity, increased globalization has meant the merging of 
local regional cultures with universal ideals. This has lead to the creation of new hybrid cultures where 
symbols and the subsequent meaning have become blurred. It is thus important to understand how 
symbolism and meaning should adapt where different perceptions and ideologies are combined, and 




This refers to the experiential nature of architecture. The preoccupation with the visual realm has accounted 
for many astounding photographed buildings; however these buildings often fail to leave a lasting 
impression on the occupant. Phenomenology seeks to create an integrated architectural sensory experience. 
Rather than placing importance with the object, it is how the object relates to and communicates with the 
subject to further the cultural environment inherent in the place.  This may be argued as a deeper form of 
expressing symbolism and meaning. 
1.5 RESEARCH METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 
As this research is based on meaning and human perception of the built environment, this research 
primarily used qualitative methods of data analysis. The understanding of emotional and psychological 
links between people and the built environment required an insubstantial measurement of the concepts, 
opinions and subjective qualities. To achieve this end, both primary and secondary sources have been used 
in this research. 
  
1.5.1 Primary Resources: 
 
1.5.1 a) Criteria for selection of case studies: 
Given that the research was based on civic or public buildings, the chosen case study needed to be civic by 
nature. Furthermore, the case study needed to be linked to an institution which is effected by the socio-
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political climate. This is to understand the link between the social context, the principals of the institution 
and how this is manifested in the built environment  
 
1.5.1 b) Case Study 1: The Durban Magistrates Court 
Described by architects I interviewed as a monument to the apartheid regime, this building was of interest 
in understanding how the institution of the judiciary was portrayed during the apartheid era and how 
appropriate these are in today’s society. 
1.5.1 c) Case Study 2: Ntuzuma Magistrates Court 
In contrast to case study 1, this new court scheduled for completion in late 2012, attempts to follow the 
principals of the new democratic South Africa and to help redefine the image of the judiciary. A 
comparative case study was undertaken. 
 
1.5.2 Instruments Used to Conduct Research:  
 
1.5.2.1 Focused Interviews: 
This involves asking questions systematically to find out what people think, feel, do, know, believe and 
expect. The respondents are to be known to have been involved in a particular concrete situation or an 
uncontrolled but observed social situation. The objective of this method is to understand the individual’s 
interpretation of any situation in a personal capacity 
 
At Case Study 1, the researcher interviewed members of the public, police officers, judges, lawyers using 
the building. This was done in order to understand what affect this building has on their perception of the 
greater judicial system, and also to understand how their personal experiences within the building have 
affected their personal image of the judicial system. The researcher was able to interview 15 participants in 
total. The researcher used stratified sampling in order to gain an understanding of a variety of different 
experiences of different groups within the building. Police officers, lawyers, members of the public and 
magistrates were interviewed. Orphans and widows were avoided. 
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At Case Study 2, the building had not yet been occupied and as such it was impossible to do interviews as 
in as in Case 1. However, contact was made with the Chief Justice of the Court who was able to answer 
questions on his perception of the building in relation to the justice system. 
1.5.2.2 Observing Environmental Behavior 
Within Case 1, the researcher observed the behavior of people within the context of the building to 
understand how people use, and are affected by their physical environment. In this instance the researcher 
was part of the situation as well as an observer and as such the researcher’s personal perception of the 
spatial experience was also of interest. The researcher observed how different spaces were used, their 
functions and the perceived emotional state of people. This was done in order to understand how the 
building influences activity within an institution. 
 
1.5.2.3 Observing Physical Elements: 
The researcher analyzed the form, planning and urban fabric of both Case Studies to understand the 
context and reasons for the physical objects and to understand what meaning was given to and perceived 
by the forms. This was undertaken by visiting the buildings and studying the built forms. Furthermore, it 
was achieved through analyzing of plans and design reports acquired from the architects for Case 1 and the 
department of public works for Case 2. 
 
1.5.2.4 Interview 
An interview and tour of Case 2 was conducted with Olga Shumilovska of Dgit Architects, the architects 
responsible for the design of Case 2. An interview was prepared for the architect to understand what the 
intentions for the design of this building were.  
 
1.5.2.5 Original Documents 
The researcher also gained access to original documents within the offices of Case 1. The documents 
included speeches and commentaries of the opening ceremony of the building in 1976. The researcher used 
these documents to get an understanding of what was intended for the building and how it was interpreted 
in its original context. 
1.5.3 Secondary Resources 
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1.5.3 a) Key Precedent Study: The Constitutional Court (OMM Design Workshop) 
The Constitutional Court has been described as an architectural symbol of democratic South Africa 
(Joubert, 2009:116) seeking to redefine the public image of Justice with in the country through the use of 
African Symbolism. To understand how quality of space, form and experiential nature of the building have 
shaped the symbolic image of one of the highest institutions in the country, a visual as well as spatial study 
through literature will be of high value to this research. As the symbolic form of the Constitutional Court is 
of interest to the research, it is important to analyze the physical nature of the object. The researcher will 
study the physical form of the building and how the various forms are symbolic in nature. 
 
1.5.3 b) Literature Review 
The research makes use of a review of the available literature to synthesize an understanding of the diverse 
nature of the research topic. Literature will be sourced from books, journals and articles available at libraries 
and on the internet. 
 
1.5.3 c) Precedent Studies 
Other  precedent studies of buildings acknowledged for their symbolic value will be undertaken to analyze 




This chapter has established the research background as well as the motivation and methodology for the 
study. Through this introduction, parameters have been established for the research of this dissertation. The 
research methodology has been documented and the information collected has established the conceptual 
and theoretical framework upon which the research will be based. As stated, two case studies were carried 
out for the reasons listed, with the criteria for the selection of these case studies having been discussed in 
this section. The following chapters will bring together the primary and secondary research undertaken by 
the author to further understand the creation of cognitive public image within architecture. Chapter 2 is a 
review of the existing literature, concentrating on meaning in the built environment and how it is given and 
interpreted, both individually and by society as a whole. This chapter is concluded by the precedent study 
of the Constitutional Court of South Africa. Chapter 3 contains the case studies of the Durban Magistrates 
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Court and the new Ntuzuma Magistrates Court. Both buildings house the same functions yet the image 
they create and the message they give are vastly different.  
 
 
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction to Semiotics and Meaning in Architecture 
2.1.1 Semiology and Meaning 
 
In order to understand meaning in the built environment, a semiological approach is required to understand 
what mechanics are at work when meaning is conveyed or perceived (Krampton, 1979: 1). Semiology, the 
theory of signs, is considered the fundamental science of human communication (Baird, 1969: 7). As such, 
meaning and semiology are inherently linked to the notion of language, the system of agreed upon rules to 
communicate.  The link between language and objects, architecture being an object, is the common root 
that they are human artifact. Krampton states that an artifact is the result of human labour, which is an 
intentional act where the labourer has learned to assemble his materials. Language too is learned by society 
and intentionally formed and produced by man (Krampten 1979: 13) 
 
Language is however not meaning, it is the conveyor of the meaning. The success of conveying meaning 
through language rests on a commonly understood understanding of the texts or words.  A scholar of 
material culture J Kouwenhoven clarifies this problem through the understanding of a “bank”. In describing 
the experience of a bank he notes the following: the classical entrance, a domed banking hall with mosaic 
floors and mahogany counters. This, in his experience is the physical reality of the word “bank”; however, 
he then states how a person living in Hong Kong visiting the Shanghai Bank’s Headquarters would have a 
vastly different experience and thus different mental picture of the word “bank” (Markus 1993: 5). This 
example demonstrates how the built form as a ‘word’ can be misunderstood depending on the author and 
interpreter having shared the same experiences. This further opens the debate as to where meaning in text is 
derived from, is it created by the author or the readers mind? This analogy by Kouwehoven establishes the 
weaknesses of language and the power of experience when dealing with interpretation of meaning. This 
example shows that language requires a speaker and listener who are members of the same language-using 
society, where given and acquired meaning will intersect successfully through a common shared experience 
and understanding. (Markus 1993). 
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The importance of meaning is given by the fact that meaning only becomes a problem when access to it is 
difficult, or when a new language is encountered without the aid of a translation. When a building is viewed 
out of its original context its narrative is somewhat distorted. The narrative of a building is continually 
unfolding through conception, production, use, and even changing use. The difficulty comes as society 
adapts and changes, and the clarity of such narrative becomes difficult for the subject to understand 
especially where function has changed. (Markus 1993:5).  The ever changing contexts of history and society 
mean that to understand the true meaning of a building the tradition has been to isolate the building within 
its own original context. This however, is problematic, as the only true experience one can have is of his 
own narrative through and of the building in his own societal context. 
 
Nelson Goodman argued that we must consider how a particular work of architecture conveys meaning 
before we are able to understand what the building may mean (Vale 1959: 4). He further stated that 
although architectural meaning can be purposefully conveyed, a building can also gain meaning through 
association (Vale 1959: 4). Goodman identifies four ways in which architecture can infer meaning: 
Denotation, exemplification, metaphorical expression, and mediated reference. When viewed together these 
methods explain how differing layers of interpretation can exist. An example is that of the Lincoln 
Memorial in Washington, DC. Denotation is where meaning is read literally, as in the Lincoln Memorial, 
where speeches carved into the wall give direct communication. Exemplification or the highlighting of an 
object is used as the memorials east façade draws attention to its centre along the central axis of the urban 
Figure 2. A First American Bank in Texas, USA which contrasts to the image 
of the Shanghai Bank (source: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:First_American_Bank,_Ranger,_TX_IMG_6
455.JPG) 
Figure 1. The Shanghai and Hong 
Kong Bank, Hong Kong designed 
by Sir Norman Foster ( Source: 
www.gilimag.com) 
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design as well as through the rhythm of the columns. In this way importance is given to the Lincoln statue. 
The building may also be seen in metaphorical terms as the architecture of the Memorial pays homage to 
the ancient temples with the statue of Lincoln placed as the deity within. Lastly, the mediated reference or 
rather the chain of thought or reference that is established through the deification of Lincoln. This chain 
may see Lincoln as a broader savior of national unity and racial equality and thus the memorial becomes 
associated with the advancement of civil rights, this may explain why many civil rights protests are held in 




Arnheim states that a work of architecture, as a whole and in its parts, acts as a symbolic statement, which 
conveys, through our senses, humanly relevant qualities and situations (Arnheimn, 1975: 208). Furthermore 
he states that the built environment is a fact of the human mind experienced through physical reality as well 
as the resultant thoughts and strivings (Arnheimn, 1975: 4).   Broadbent further states that meaning can be 
given to any object if there is some relationship with the individual, a symbol on the other hand can 
generally only be read if learned within a particular cultural context (Broadbent, 1979: 3).  As such 
architecture can symbolize and give meaning to various different physical as well as emotional elements; 




Figure 3.  The “deity” of Lincoln (source: 
http://benedante.blogspot.com/2012/02/romance
-at-lincoln-memorial.html)  
Figure 4. A Rally at the Lincoln Memorial (source: 
http://www.fitsnews.com/2010/08/29/beck-turn-back-to-god/) 
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Architectural Codes: (Broadbent, 1979: 110). 
 
1. A way of life sign, a sign of ethnic domain, a sign of inhabitation and comfort 
2. A sign of building activity (e.g. connection between inhabitant and house) 
3. A sign of traditional ideas and beliefs 
4. A sign of various functions 
5. A sign of socio-anthropological meaning. (proximities) 
6. A sign of psychological motivation (e.g. phallic / sexual codes) 
7. A sign of spatial manipulation 
8. A sign of surface covering (rhythm, colour, texture...) 
9. A sign of formal articulation 
 
 
2.1.2 Form and Meaning 
 
Architectural form can be divided into three components: the spatial composition or geometry of space 
which is defined through planning. Secondly the mass which is the concrete material which defines the 
space and lastly visual phenomena such as light and colour which affect the visual image (Markus 1993: 
12). This section will deal specifically the mass and planning. The human mind intrinsically seeks meaning, 
at both a trivial and profound level.  Take the example of the apparent face in the cloud, in this regard 
humans are the only animals which would actively seek and recognize forms in clouds. Humans read 
everything they see for its significance and are frustrated when the environment does not reward the 
expectation that life is meaningful (Jencks, 1985:35). Physical form of an object is the set of all its features 
directly or indirectly perceptible, such as shape, colour, texture, smell, sound, temperature, weight, etc. 
Significant form is an abstraction of physical form which includes some of its features, those which refer to 
the meaning, and excludes the rest (Broadbent, 1979: 283). Form which intentionally and consciously 
applies symbolism is generally superficial (e.g. the design of a sawmill owners house blade) (Arnheimn, 
1975: 207). The conventional symbol such as the cross shaped plan of a Christian church has very definite 
meaning based on the cultural and social preconceptions. In this case, it is intrinsically linked to the 
powerful Christian imagery of the cross and crucifixion, as such all other possibilities of meaning are 
removed from the form of the cross in this context (Arnheimn, 1975: 209).   
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To successfully impart meaning or symbolism, the form is allied to more basic and spontaneous 
expressions (Arnheimn, 1975: 208).    In architecture, as in language the metaphor is more expressive than 
the simile. The metaphor is generally derived of expressive shapes and actions in the physical world such as 




An example of this metaphor can be seen in the design of Tallinn Town Hall in Estonia by BIG Architects. 
In the old town which houses many historic towers and spires, the new building has tilted roofs which 
extended upwards to the sky, metaphorically paying homage to the old spires. Furthermore this building is 
intended as to stand as a symbol of a participatory democracy through an open and permeable institution 
rather than the typical organization representing power and authority (BIG 2010: 162). The town hall seeks 
to express a two-way transparency, an institution aware of the public and their needs as well as an 
institution which is easily accessible to the public.  
 
 
Figure 5. 3d Visualization of the Tallinn Town Hall showing the permeability and accessibility to the external public spaces 
(BIG 2010:162). 
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Figure 6.  Section through Tallinn Town Hall showing the how the civil servants over look the public as well as the spire 
like roofs (BIG 2010:164). 
 
The building offers open glazed facades to the public plazas which are partially covered by over sailing 
canopies created by municipal offices above. The glass allows the public to view the processes within 
therefore giving the impression that the civil servants are approachable and of the people, rather than cold-
minded administrators behind impenetrable buildings (BIG 2010: 162).  At the same time the civil officials 
can enjoy at clear view of the public plaza creating a sense of connection to the public who they above all 
serve. As another reminder that the building and its occupants exist to serve the surrounding town and its 
people, the buildings facades and roofs are to be clad in a reflective material. The reflection of the town on 
the building clarifies how this institution aims to be interdependent with the people to form an open 
democracy. This reflective element is also in response to the old town hall where a vaulted ceiling was 
decorated with a mural of the sky and land under the ruler of time, the cladding of the new building gives 
the public a similar opportunity to enjoy the reflections of the town. In terms of planning, the conceptual 
approach was to move away from the typical formal rectilinear planning associated with municipal 
authoritarian buildings.  








Figure 7. Visualization of the Tallinn Town Hall showing 
the spire like roofs, reflective cladding and public 
interaction (BIG 2010:167). 
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A rectangular plan, made up of several smaller squares, was broken up into the various squares with each 
square being rotated. This conceptual approach allowed the diagrammatic planning to become instantly 
more permeable and accessible, rather than a solid block as is typical of many civic municipal buildings. 
Beyond just making the building permeable, the separating and rotating of the blocks facilitated the 
formation of courtyards which allows plentiful light within all areas of the building. This abundance of 
natural light furthermore provides an uplifting light and positive environment hopefully portraying the ideal 
of democracy. This further reiterates that architecture beyond just a physical fabric is a cultural 
phenomenon.  Architecture is easily scientifically documented through building sciences, behavioral 
Figure 8. Aerial view Tallinn Town Hall showing the permeability and courtyards (BIG 2010:163). 
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sciences, and environmental sciences, however people also build non-scientific conceptions of architecture. 
People make assumptions of the values inherent in the architecture (Bonta, 1979: 14).   
 
 
Figure 9. Conceptual plan development of the Tallinn Town Hall (BIG 2010:166). 
 
2.1.3 The Role of Function and Typology 
 
The three elements of form combine with the function of a building to give meaning about the world 
(Markus 1993: 12). The function of a building, especially a civic building, speaks about the society of the 
time. The abstract notions such as sacred-secular and lawful-criminal are concretized in the spaces labeled 
for their different functions such as the law court or church (Markus 1993: 12). Markus describes the 
function of a building as the social practice inscribed into a building. The law court for example has been 
built in a variety of different styles and also in different spatial structures. These spatial structures signify 
different social relationships which may change as society develops. As such function is linked to a spatial 
structure defined by societal relationships. These spatial structures defined by the function and the social 
relationships, can be defined through methods such as restricting access.  Controlled or free flowing 
movement between spaces can define privacy or the hierarchy of spaces which they separate; furthermore 
the abstract ideals of freedom and transparency or oppression can be achieved through these methods 
(Markus 1993: 25). 
 
The narrative of a building created through its use may be just as powerful as the form itself. Kouwenhoven 
described how meaning was powerfully portrayed through experience and memory. The function of a 
building gives rise to its use, however, the external stranger knowing the function, could not know the real 
value associated with that space by the occupants. Kouwenhoven contemplates the different meaning the 
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stranger will gain from being at your old school, or the house you grew up in or even the church in which 
you were married. As such the narrative of use can be as moving or poetic as that of form. (Markus 1993:9). 
Even when a building is designed with the intention of imparting no meaning at all, or as a faceless object in 
space, the people who interact with it will interpret it and give meaning to it as they see fit. As such some 
buildings designed to convey a message are interpreted differently to the given meaning (Bonta, 1979: 22).   
 
The question of symbols in architecture is a broad principle. It may be argued that most architecture does 
not communicate but rather simply acts as a functional entity (Broadbent, 1979: 12).   However, function is 
an intrinsic part of communication. A roof serves to shelter and stairs serve to move an individual from one 
level to another.  If a person encounters stairs or the roof, they are innately aware of their function, even if 
being unused, these objects signify their function. It is the idea of these objects when in disuse that gives 
them meaning, the object itself communicates the function to be fulfilled (Broadbent, 1979: 13).  If it is 
accepted that architecture communicates, then architecture can be viewed as a system of signs. This 
functional approach views architectural signification primarily through the use of specific organizing 
notions and concepts, rules and, prescriptions (Broadbent, 1979: 244). 
 
The image of the building should lead, not mislead, in its overall arrangement as well as in detail. The 
principle of correspondence between function and appearance has a purely practical aspect (Arnheimn, 
1975: 205).  The shapes of buildings in a city scape create a visual language giving cues to the typology of 
the building, distinctiveness being derived in part by the differences in function i.e. a library vs. a hospital 
(Arnheimn, 1975: 206).  Typologies have changed over time as culture has evolved, a church or theatre of 
today looks very different to examples of the past. In the case of religious architecture, new forms seem to 
have very little resemblance to gothic or Romanesque cathedrals of the past. Yet they still have standard 
elements such as the nave and alter etc. A new set of rules has been applied to give an identifiable image of 
the building and its use. The images are continually changing as cultures and communities develop 
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2.2 Meaning in the Urban Scale 
2.2.1 Image of the City 
 
Language and meaning can be given to the urban environment. Barthes held that the city is a general 
language consisting of relationships and oppositions of elements, with the meaning of the city to be found 
in the perception of the readers (Krampten 1979: 32). This view was enforced by the work of Lynch where 
parts of the city such as the node or landmark were seen as texts. In this regard, the meaning of the city was 
derived from its functions and how the relationships between the various elements were structured. Beyond 
Barthes theory, Choay proposed 3 separate semiological theories based on different historical contexts. The 
meaning of the medieval city was to promote human contact; the renaissance system of meaning was based 
perceptual qualities, with space being primarily aesthetic. Lastly the industrial revolution system was a time 
where space lost its meaning and simply became a functional instrument of circulation (Krampten 1979: 
32). As such urban meaning is generated by its function as well as territorial, psychological and cultural 
behavior and it is the role of the designer to integrate these elements. According to Fauque, urban meaning 
is based on the ways in which people perceive the city which coincides with Lynch’s preoccupation with 
the elements of the city. This method looks at the arrangement of objects based on notions such as “central 
vs. peripheral, close vs. far or dense vs. clear. This proposes that a structure such as a tower would be 
influenced by the qualities of objects and space around it as well as its own placement within these 
conditions. If the tower were to move, it could for example lose prominence and thus its meaning could 
change. This can be described through the example of the Arc de Triomphe.   
 
Figure 10. The Arc de Triomphe at the centre of the Champs Elysees (source: www.bookitnow.com/paris-tours-when-in-
paris-be-enchanted) 
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Figure11. Arial sketch of the royal axis of Paris (Vale 1959: 20) 
 
The Champs Elysees runs along an axis which penetrates the length of the city of Paris.  The Arc de 
Triomphe is situated at the centre of this axis and is given prominence due to its position along the axis. 
However, if the Arc were moved to either side of this axis, the object would be perceived in a very different 
way. When considering the meaning given to urban design, the example given here of Paris is of interest as 
the meaning given to the powerful axis has changed with society and the culture over time. The grand axis 
first served as a reminder to the public of the hierarchy of the monarch, and it was here that grand imperial 
processions took place. However, having undergone a variety of socio-political and cultural changes the 
axis has been redefined. With the advent of the Grand Arch of La Defense and the Pyramid of the Louvre, 
the axis is now a symbol of high culture and capitalism (Vale 1959: 20). 
 
Figure 12. The Grand Arch of La Defense (source: www.concorde-hotels.com/en/hotels/paris/la-defense.aspx) 
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Lynch states that citizens of a city have personal associations with different parts of the city and that the 
image an individual has will be based on memories and meanings gathered over time (Lynch 1960: 1). A 
clear mental image of the city scape is given both practical and emotional importance to the individual 
subject in the city. Lynch states that on a practical level, a legible city which creates a clear mental image, 
will allow for easy access to important points such as police stations or hospitals. Beyond this practicality, a 
clear image may also allow for a sense of emotional security as fear is associated with disorientation (Lynch 
1960: 5). Orientation and legibility thus form an integral part of a clear image. The environmental image is 
the result of process between the subject and the object. The subject observes the object or environment 
and gives meaning to the image through his own perceptual input which may be his own prejudices or past 
experiences (Lynch 1960: 6). As such the mental image of a reality may be different for different observers 
(Lynch 1960: 6). To create a coherent image amongst individuals requires a common group of similar socio-
political, geographical, historical or cultural backgrounds (Lynch 1960: 7). 
 
For an image to have value in a city, Lynch states that the image of the building or city should allow the 
individual to operate successfully within his environment (Lynch 1960: 9). The mental image should easily 
guide a person to where they need to be. Lynch describes the quality of how successfully an object 
achieves this clear image within the mind of an observer as imageability.  This identifiable and powerful 
image may be achieved through colour, shape and arrangement or even through a sharp relationship to the 
other senses. Lynch states that as the development of an image is a two-way process between the observer 
and the observed, the image can be strengthened by training the perceiver or reshaping ones surroundings 
(Lynch 1960: 11). In the South African context with specific reference to the justice and Police systems 
which had such a negative yet powerful image in the apartheid era, architecture and urban environment 
provide an opportunity to retrain the perceptions of the public by reshaping the environment. 
 
According to Lynch, in order to create the powerful clear public image which is necessary for the creation 
of a successful city, the contents of the city should be divided up into various elements which come 
together to form the whole image. These elements are: Paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks. Paths 
are the channels along which the observer moves such as roads and walkways. How these paths are 
arranged or related will give hierarchy to parts of the city or is the primary point from where the city is 
observed.  Edges are boundaries between various elements within the urban realm. A boundary may 
suggest impermeability or may encourage interaction and may define outlines. Districts are large sections of 
the city which are recognizable as having a common identity or character. An observer may have a strong 
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image of a city based on the different zoning such as a cultural precinct or municipal precinct. Nodes are 
generally intensive focal points which the observer enters such as where paths or transportation routes end 
or intersect giving rise to a point of importance or rather a point which creates a powerful mark on the 
observer’s image. Landmarks are similar yet are not entered by the observer; they are an external physical 
element which is easily identifiable (Lynch 1960: 48). It is the combination of the qualities of these various 
elements which gives meaning within the urban environment and develops the mental image of the 
observer. 
 
2.2.2 The Cohesive City 
 
The city and the built environment can be described as a result of a series of decisions made by human 
civilization rather than a series of accidents and thus the city acts as an indicator of the state of the 
civilization at any given time. A cohesive city is key to a complete and clear image of a city within the mind 
of the public. The growth of the ancient Greek cities along movement systems, typically that of sacred 
processional pathways used the minimum construction necessary to articulate and celebrate the important 
free flowing movement systems for man’s use, rather than impose function and order, the flow of life was 
expressed as an organic entity. The Greek cities were based on the interaction of tensions across space and 
through the use of interlocking architecture where buildings were able to reach out across space through 
shafts of energy and make strong connections with the public moving through the streets. (Bacon: 1967; 
68).   
 
Another example is the city of Priene, where there is harmony of architecture and planning through one 
unified design idea where the entire form down to the finest detail will read together as one and thus allow 
for people to have a strong unified sense of the city (Bacon: 1967; 62). The city of Camiros, allowed for the 
gradual accumulation of many buildings over time where each individual designer is sensitive to the 
existing state of the city (Bacon: 1967; 63). These 2 examples showed that the design of a city does not 
necessarily have to have a complete design ideal as long as a sensitivity and respect is shown on the 
designers behalf to create a unified and cohesive cognitive image. In contrast to the Greek cities, Rome 
placed rational order into the design of buildings through the fragmentation of space (Bacon: 1967; 71). 
Here unlike in ancient Greece, where the delicate tension between buildings was key, growth was achieved 
through the accumulation mass which were held in place in their composition by the powerful force of 
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compression and the interlocking of axes connected to these large masses. Roman architecture achieves a 
harmony of design as a result of the similar theme in the form of sheer mass modulated and unified through 
the use of colonnades and the visual connection of axes (Bacon: 1967; 68). However, even though mass is 
used a cohesive city is created within the mind of the public. 
 
During medieval times the scale of buildings seen in classical times disappeared.  The city design was based 
on rational principles but unlike in Roman times where the city was viewed in terms of individual rigid 
connections between masses, the city is seen as an organic entity and as complete whole which Bacon 
believes is one of the most important contributions by the medieval era.  Bacon describes how through 
design dispersal a unity is achieved between the scale of the neighborhood and the scale of the city (Bacon: 
1967; 79) using the example of a large central cathedral surrounded by smaller ones in surrounding 
neighborhoods.  Here there is the establishment of dominant and subdominant themes where the citizen 
feels pride in the immediate neighborhood but is still connected to the city as a whole (Bacon: 1967; 87). 
During the Renaissance era designers of the time created a rational basis for the extension of the city in 
accordance with the new larger scale of the city where elements were constructed such that created 
psychological and visual centre’s which became the orientating point for later work (Bacon: 1967; 93).  
During this time order was created from chaos through the definition of axis originating from these 
orientating points, the directional force was an important element in creating unity and coherence.  During 
this time the integration of the architecture of buildings and the modular placement of sculpture established 
that the space itself could be the subject of the design such as was seen in the great piazzas of the time. 
Furthermore, during the Baroque period, designers deliberately planned a network of lines of design energy 
on a city wide basis, providing channels for the transmission of the design energy of existing buildings and 
creating locations calling for new design.  The example is given of the simple placement of obelisks in 
Rome at important nodes which unified the separate nodes and the city into a complete whole. This 
example shows that a single point in space can achieve a powerful design force as the obelisks became the 
organizing factor of the immediate vicinity and acted as the termination points of the various movement 
systems with their influence extending along the lines of connectivity strung between them (Bacon: 1967; 
117).   
 
In contrast to these very unified ideas of city wide design the modernist planning as exemplified by Le 
Corbusier's vision of an austere and completely ordered environment which harbored ideas of 
disconnection. Le Corbusier’s vision allowed for the design of the land and the building as separate entities 
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and the arbitrary placement of the building on the land without regard to the environment and without a 
total city design principle to adhere to (Bacon: 1967; 217). With reference to the new city of Chandigarh, Le 
Corbusier screens off any awareness of the existing city in his architecture and creates what is essentially a 
vast series of islands.  His buildings fail to connect to each other and to the city as a whole and thus Bacon 
believes that it is impossible to learn from Le Corbusier when seeking application to the larger problem of 
the city (Bacon: 1967; 219). This isolation is evident though the use of the public plaza at the centre of the 
political institution of power. The vast open space intended for public gatherings is only ever used as a 






When considering the urban environment in terms of a semiological view, the urban environment would be 
considered as the combination of architectural objects into an integrated whole. As in language where word 
is part of the language, so architecture is part of the language of the urban fabric. Although the city grows as 
an organism, architecture and urban objects should be designed to integrate with the meaning of the urban 
whole (Krampten 1979: 66). In this sense the meaning given to city should be considered above the 
meaning of its components. However, in South African cities where a new democratic government has 
taken over from a divisive regime, the problem is how to reintegrate the city structure into a system which is 
appropriate to the new political power. In this sense the components will have to redefine the whole.  
Figure 13. A sketch done by Le Corbusier which 
epitomizes the isolation of the building from the urban 
fabric (Source: Bacon 1967: 231). 
Figure 14. Chandigrah, separated by earth mounds from the 
city (Source: Bacon 1967: 231). 
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2.2.3 The Importance of Urban Space over Mass. 
 
Within the realm of urban design and architecture the importance of space is argued in that space is 
experienced as the given that precedes the objects in it, as the setting in which everything takes its place 
(Arnheimn, 1975: 8). Space should thus be construed as the dominant element rather than mass. Bacon 
defines “Architectural design” as the interrelation of mass and space (Bacon: 1967; 15), where mass is an 
earthly entity, conversely space is the universal system from which a much greater satisfaction can be 
achieved.  Form is described as the point of contact between mass and space (Bacon: 1967; 16) which 
therefore reflects the relationship between man and his universe, an example being the Pyramids in Egypt 
which dominate through their mass and in contrast the concave roofs of China indicate modesty and a state 
of harmony with nature. Furthermore, Bacon states that it is the role of architectural form to create spaces 
which are infused with the spirit of society, as it is the experience of being within a space which human 
beings relate to rather than the architectural form itself. The articulation of the architecture should therefore 
stir the senses and emotions of the user of the space through the use textures, colors, materiality, and the 
modulation of light and shade (Bacon: 1967; 18). As space is in an experiential entity, it cannot be 
considered in any one dimension, it must be considered in 3 dimensional physical forms as well as in terms 
of time and movement (Bacon: 1967; 19). The experience of the city is a continual series of experiences, it 
is thus the role of architectural composition to heighten the drama of living in the city and articulate the 
continuous flow of harmonious experiences and impressions through space (Bacon: 1967; 19).  To achieve 
this harmony, it is thus important that there is always an engaged relationship between built form, space 
and the human participator, moreover it thus essential that the designer imagine his creations from the 
viewpoint of the person on the ground rather than that of the disengaged intellect ((Bacon: 1967; 29). 
 
 As stated the dominant force is not the architectural mass but rather the relationship between space and 
movement where mass is rather the product of movement through space (Bacon: 1967; 34) and thus it is 
the role of the designer to create continuity of experience along the tract of movement.  However, there are 
simultaneous continuities of these movement patterns, these being movement of differing speeds and 
modes but which are all interrelated as simultaneous experiences.  It is thus the task of the designer to 
ensure appropriate response to these differing yet connected experiences. The built form should thus 
express the speed of movement through space i.e. the fast freeway can have free flowing curves and forms 
with widely spaced articulation whereas the movement of the pedestrian is slow and thus variety and points 
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of interest at rapid change are more appropriate (Bacon: 1967; 35). Feelings of anticipation and fulfillment 
along movement systems can heighten the drama of the experience.  
 
The dynamic of movement is not isolated to systems passing by buildings; the metaphysical movement of 
the built form through space is described quite simply by Bacon:  The point moves off to create a line, the 
line moves to form a plane, and it is the movement of the plane that gives rise to the 3 dimensional 
building/body.  When the body moves, it is reduced to a point, as the point produces a line, so the building 
creates a shaft of energy into space which impinges on the sensibilities of people who move about the space 
(Bacon: 1967; 49).  It is this shaft of energy that connects the design of individual buildings along a 
movement system to each other and to the movement system itself.  This allows for an architecture which 
interlocks, where buildings reach out across space to create tension in the space between. This connection 
to the movement and to the surrounding buildings helps create a more complete cognitive image within the 
mind of the public.  
 
The role of space in imparting meaning to the public is thus of great importance. The architecture and built 
form create the spaces in which the public perform the activity of life. As such the building can portray 
meaning through its relationship to the other structures and the surrounding space and can reinforce issues 
such as alienation and empowerment. When considering a civic building, the institution is able define its 
relationship with the community through its relationship to the city. The meanings extend beyond the 
facades of a public building into the urban fabric. The dominance of scale in the precinct, through 
proportion and material can influence to what degree of isolation or accessibility to the public. When 
considering the movement of people around civic structures, especially in times of high pageantry such as 
civilian protests, the origin, the route and the destination may be symbolic in nature (Vale 1959: 9). 
 
2.3 The Role of Culture and Society in Meaning 
 
2.3.1 Phenomenology and the Importance of Place 
 
The myths associated with Australian Aboriginals believe that the world was created by spirits of nature in 
“Dreamtime”.  These myths are passed down through poetry, song, paintings and stories told at places 
known as “Dreamsites” which hold a high degree of symbolic meaning for the people. It is not the 
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Dreamsite which gives the space its power but rather the stories, song and rituals which are associated with 
the site that give a powerful mental structure to the people. It is these invisible cultural structures which give 
power and significance to the physical built environment (Markus 1993: 3).  
 
As such meaning is also linked to cultural systems such as music and art. Even if not completely 
understood, these are recognized as cultural systems of signification (Broadbent, 1979: 244). Semiotics, 
beyond being the science of recognized systems of signs, is also a science of studying all cultural 
phenomena as if they were systems of signs, assuming culture to be understood as a form of 
communication (Broadbent, 1979: 11). As architecture forms part of the contexts in which society 
participates, it is thus given cultural meaning. As Norberg-Schulz states, phenomena can be divided into 2 
categories: the concrete, consisting of the tangible earthly elements, and the intangible, consisting of 
elements such as feelings (Nesbitt: 1996; 414). He furthermore argues that the tangible elements are not to 
be mistaken for just tools of everyday life, but rather a system of cultural signs. 
 
Karsten Harries argued in his essay on architectural ethics that a universal scientific freedom would find the 
scientist at ‘home’ anywhere, however he further states that this idea of home would not be completely 
viable. By being infinitely mobile this theoretical subject would have no true roots at all, thus in a sense 
completely free but at the price of a state of homelessness (Nesbitt: 1996; 394). He further explains that in 
an increasingly global community this search for homogeneity without reference to time, space, 
boundaries, periods or regions renders life itself insignificant. Man naturally takes cognoscente of these 
various boundaries within time, space and memory and Harries argues that it is the role of architecture to 
ensure an acceptable dwelling or ethos is derived out of these aspects. Harries uses the earliest example of a 
Greek temple articulating the landscape and drawing society together to explain that architecture has always 
had an ethical function to establish mans ethos. While architecture is a result of human activity, it is more 
importantly a tool which helps to influence mans activity too. Harries states that “To build is to help decide 
how man is to dwell on earth” (Nesbitt: 1996; 396). A technological age lends itself to interchangeability 
and uniformity where architecture is seen as a machine for working and living. This links to the notion of 
‘form follows function’ and other modernist principles whereby the intimacy and distance of different 
places are not articulated. Each place or region has its own character and architecture needs to articulate 
these differences to unify these places with a humane understandable architecture rather than a 
disembodied foreign built form.  As such it is from the place and time that  architects will find hints as how 
to establish environments which best suit and connect with that society rather than manipulate the built 
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environment which may alienate and overwhelm. The manipulation and control of the built environment 
without taking cognoscente for the local culture may leave a negative or alien perception with that society, 
although some political or civic entities may find that helpful depending on their intentions. (Nesbitt 1996). 
The interpretation of the symbol or perception of meaning is largely dependent on ones location and thus 
the spirit of the place gives reference. 
2.3.2 Power and Government 
 
Political power takes many forms… the charismatic leader, an indomitable military presence, an entrenched 
bureaucracy… an imposing network of laws or statutes and even the symbolic use of the physical 
environment (Vale 1959: 3). History has shown that architecture and urban design has been manipulated in 
the service of politics. Governmental buildings can be seen as symbols of the state rather than merely a 
practical house of government. If these buildings serve to support specific regimes, then a lot can be learned 
about the various political regimes by what they build. Furthermore, understanding can be gained of the 
cultural balance of power as coined by Clifford Geertz. This fits into the argument that buildings are 
products of the social and cultural conditions of that time. Therefore symbolic state buildings are best 
understood in their social political and cultural contexts. (Vale 1959: 3) 
As such Nelson Goodman argued that the meaning of a building may have nothing to do with the 
architecture itself. A building may come to stand for some of its causes or effects, or a historical event 
associated with it (Vale 1959: 6). This raises the question as to how the architect can defend a work, 
ingrained with its own social or aesthetic meaning, when these non-architectural associations, which can be 
very powerful, overshadow the architectural integrity. It can be overshadowed by the acts of the 
institutional inhabitants or other historical relationships with that building. It is thus important that an 
understanding of not only architecturally derived meaning, but also the socio-political and cultural 
influences of that time and institution be understood (Vale 1959: 6). Thus when considering meaning in 
architecture, it can be argued that comparative historical architectural analysis should be used alongside a 
cultural and socio-political analysis to gain a complete understanding of how that section of the population 
truly establishes meaning with the built environment. Meaning in the civic realm is two-fold; the socio-
political cultural status will influence the physical design of the architect and furthermore establish how that 
architecture is viewed by the public (Vale 1959: 6).  
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In the case of the neoclassical buildings of Washington, the buildings are seen as reassuring symbols of 
concepts such as justice, and a democratic government that caters for all. Here, the American society has a 
cohesive and widely shared cultural understanding of the meaning inferred by these buildings (Vale 1959: 
7). This is in contrast to a meaning given through the individuals own experience of that space. At the same 
time, these monumental iconic symbols of democracy and justice serve to infer different meaning. The 
scale of the structures serves as a reminder to the public of the power of the authorities within the various 
institutions and as such pose a subliminal threat to the public. On another level the power of those working 
within the institution is reinforced through the grandeur of the building. In this example meaning is 
ambiguous and it is dependent on the individual’s personal relationship to the institution and the building 
and this is an important element of civic architecture. A balance is found between reassuring civic messages 
and discomforting authoritarian ones which people will recognize at differing cognitive levels (Vale 1959: 
8). It can be argued that this dual cognitive image is appropriate for a civic institution as these institutions 
such as the government offices require the belief and cooperation of the public, yet at the same time need to 
establish themselves in a role of leadership and power. 
 
Lawrence Vale argues that the need for urban design and architecture to serve politics is especially greater 
in countries where the political platform is new and the architecture is old (Vale 1959: 9). The leaders of 
newly independent countries, such as South Africa, often use the built environment to redefine the image of 
the new government away from that of the old. Furthermore, it is seen as an attempt to create a new 
national identity and national unity (Vale 1959: 10). This can be linked to most institutions, such as the 
police and justice departments, when policy changes are brought about either in the forms of government 
or internal changes. If the institution decides to move towards a new architectural identity, the new 
architecture should again redefine the balance between dominance and submissive image with the public 
(Vale 1959: 10). On the other hand, if the institution remains within an existing architectural platform, the 
definition of the public image of that institution will most likely remain unchanged due to the memory of 
the past. However, as discussed, if allowed time to gain a new inherited meaning through a differing public 
interaction, then a successful renewal of the public perception is possible over a greater amount of time, but 
unlikely. 
 
Having made a decision to build a new place for a civic institution such as governmental offices, the 
important decision of placement is to be considered. The building needs to be looked at in relation to 
neighboring buildings as well as the city and the country as a whole (Vale 1959: 10). Vale states that the 
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placement of parliamentary buildings in particular is a product of social and cultural forces. It can be argued 
however, that this is the case for most buildings housing civic institutions as they have value in the socio 
political and cultural realm. A governmental capitol complex is probably one of the more powerful 
examples of the importance of placement and its symbolic value as a spatial declaration of political control.  
 
2.3.3. National Identity 
 
The question of national identity is of interest when considering parliamentary and other civic institutional 
architecture. Although Vale is mainly interested in the role of national identity within the parliamentary and 
governmental institution, his arguments find relevance in the identity of most civic institutions. Vale 
describes national identity as an attribute which is cultivated over time after a regime has taken power (Vale 
1959: 45). As the world becomes ever smaller due to technological advances, the populace as a whole gains 
contact with those in power of the various civic entities, be it government or other. As a result, it has 
become increasingly important to nurture the affections of the public as whole and their public image and 
the creation of a collective identity has been seen as a positive tool. Visual imagery, such as flags and coins, 
as well as events, such as parades etc, helps create a symbolic identity and unity. Architecture and urban 
design form a dual role in this regard. The architecture through its form becomes symbolic, yet it is also 
through the activities associated with that space and built environment that help form a cohesive identity. 
The question of national identity is however questionable when it comes to architecture as well as the 
institution. Architectural identity can be divided into differing scales. The symbol, whether architectural or 
not, can define itself as based on the universal concept of that institution. However, although in a 
continuously globalised or unified world, there is still the question of contextualism and regionalism with 
cultural diversity. To place a universal symbol within a regional context may lead to that symbol being seen 
with irrelevance. In many instances loyalty is locally based and as such regional and national identity finds 
a lesser role. Lynch describes identity as the identification of an object or community in distinction from 
others, recognizing its individuality (Lynch 1960: 8). Crawford Young describes identity in “The Politics of 
Cultural Pluralism” as “a subjective self-concept or social role” and as such is “often variable, 
overlapping and situational” (Vale 1959: 49). In this regard identity is more superficial and irrelevant the 
farther it is removed from daily life of the inhabitant and thus the more localized the symbolism, the more 
powerful it may be in that context (Vale 1959: 49). However, a highly contextualized symbol will be 
exclusive rather than inclusive and as such may be divisive rather than create a national unity and identity.  
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Vale furthers this debate between international modernism and local cultural richness describing how some 
governments seek an identity in the eyes of international audience rather than a national identity (Vale 1959: 
54). In this sense, a government uses buildings to express cultural stereotypes as a sanctioned billboard and 
thereby somewhat distancing themselves from any true connection to the society which they serve (Vale 
1959: 54). In a new government the grand architectural democratic gesture is more valuable to create a 
central point from which an identity can be created. However, as a democracy or socio-political ideal 
becomes established, the need for the universal gesture is decreased. This occurs as the symbolism of those 
ideals becomes integrated into the general urban fabric and thus becomes easier to use context specific 




2.4.1 Influences in perception 
 
Hesselgren describes the process of observation as a physical energy reaching one of our sense organs to 
create an electro-chemical impulse sent to the brain. It is this impulse which gives rise to an experience 
which is known as a sensation or perception which is intrinsically linked to psychology (Hesselgren 1969: 
11). These perceptions are based on both conscious and sub-conscious wishes and feelings which influence 
the individual’s view of the world. The built environment forms part of the physical realm which acts as a 
stimulus causing this reaction in the human mind known as perception. This perception is often 
unconscious as a person may not observe something, but may still react in some way to the stimulus. 
 
The stimuli can be both subjective (based on mental phenomena) and objective (physical). Both are of 
equal importance. As such perception is based on physical factors as well as abstract notions such as 
knowledge. The stimuli are received via different modalities such as the sense of smell or sight which gives 
rise to forms of reactions beyond just the stimulation of the modality. A more complicated process happens 
where meaning is given to these perceptions. The phenomenonological approach seeks to understand the 
simpler reaction in terms of perception rather than how meaning given to the perception which is known as 
semantics (Hesselgren 1969: 12) 
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Meaning is connected to perception in three ways, though conventional meaning, associative meanings and 
spontaneous meanings. Conventional meaning can be seen through a national flag, which would be seen by 
the whole nation as a symbol of national identity, as they have all been taught to understand it as such. 
Associative meaning is the result of past associations which would be unique to a culture or the patterns of 
behavior of that culture. Spontaneous meaning is attached to perception through a natural relation as is the 
case with the human smile which is universally taken as a sign of happiness even though it is not taught. 
(Hesselgren 1969: 255) 
2.4.2 Sensory Perception and Experiential Meaning 
 
There has been a bias towards visual perception with regards to architecture, resulting in the suppression of 
the sensory and sensual qualities associated with other human senses (Pallasmaa, 2005: 10).  Pallasmaa 
views the human body as the locus of perception, thought and consciousness and thus the senses play an 
integral part in articulating, storing and processing sensory responses and thought (Pallasmaa, 2005: 10). 
The body is the centre of the individual’s world, not only as the central viewing point of the central 
perspective, but also as the locus of reference, memory, imagination and integration (Pallasmaa, 2005: 11). 
Architecture thus serves to address all the senses simultaneously and furthermore creates the bridge 
between self image and the experience of the world (Pallasmaa, 2005: 11). In the experience of art and 
architecture there is an exchange between the observer and the object, the observer brings emotion and 
associations to the space, and the space brings its own aura which evokes perception and thought 
(Pallasmaa, 2005: 12). 
 
Architecture is not experienced as an isolated visual entity, but rather as fully integrated material, embodied 
and spiritual essence (Pallasmaa, 2005: 12). The individual experiences the city through all the senses yet it 
is the individual that gives life to the city through the individuals embodied experiences. The human body is 
in constant interaction with the environment and as such the two are constantly informing and redefining 
one another.  There is no body isolated from the space it inhabits and furthermore, there is no space 
separate from the body which inhabits it (Pallasmaa, 2005: 40). There is an intrinsic link between the human 
body and the space it inhabits, the space affects the body and generates associations which are remembered 
and imagined ((Pallasmaa, 2005: 41). “Architecture is essentially an extension of nature into the man-
made realm, providing the ground for perception and the horizon of experiencing and understanding 
the world” - (Pallasmaa, 2005: 41). Related to this is Wolfflin’s theory of perceptual expression stating that 
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the “organization of our own bodies is the form that determines our apprehension of all physical bodies” 
(Arnheimn, 1975: 212). It is proposed that the fundamental elements of architecture: matter, form, as well as 
gravitational weight and force, are perceived depending on the experiences of the past: “We have carried 
heavy loads and have known pressure and counter pressure” (Arnheimn, 1975: 212).   
 
Senses are categorized into five systems: visual, auditory, taste-smell, basic orientating system and the 
haptic system. All the senses collaborate to form the complete perceived world. It would appear that most 
perception is formed though vision, however the eye is only able to perceive what it has retrieved through 
the relationships which the other senses have created. The eye “feels” in that it remembers textures, 
solidity, resistance or protrusion that the body has felt and it gives associated value to what has been seen 
(Pallasmaa, 2005: 42). Vision reveals what touch already knows, they stroke surfaces and the subconscious 
sensation determines the success of that experience (Pallasmaa, 2005: 42). It is not only the mind through 
which memory, association, and perception is created, the human also remembers through the body 
(Pallasmaa, 2005: 45). “A building is encountered; it is approached, confronted, related to one’s body, 
moved through, and utilized as a condition for other things. Architecture initiates, directs and organizes 
behavior and movement” 
 
2.5 KEY PRECEDENT STUDY: THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT 
 
1994 saw South Africa break free of the oppressive rule of the nationalist government and the apartheid law 
it had fought so hard to impose. This apartheid regime had brought about vast suffering and struggles to the 
majority of the population where basic civil rights and freedoms were made unavailable through an 
authoritarian, oppressive and unapproachable government. When asked to describe their feelings towards 
the courts prior to democracy, South African women described the institution with words such as: 
“injustice, exclusion, marginalization, dehumanization, fear, distrust, unfriendly and cold”. With the end of 
apartheid came a new democratic South Africa based on equality and freedom. As part of the negotiated 
settlement between the old regime and the freedom fighters, a new constitution would be drawn up to 
protect the human rights of all and ensure that basic freedoms were embedded in the law of the land. (Law-
Viljoen 2006) This new Constitution would be housed in a new Constitutional Court, a building which was 
to be easily accessible  to the ordinary citizen and reflect the aspirations of a young democracy while still 
reflecting on the troubled journey the country had endured (Law-Viljoen 2006: 07) 
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The site chosen for the new court was the Old Fort complex on Braamfontein Ridge. The late nineteenth 
century Anglo-Boer war fort was later converted to a prison. The jail, which included a “native prison” and 
a women’s jail, housed many political prisoners during the apartheid regime including Nelson Mandela and 
Mahatma Gandhi. The association of the site with war and the cruelty associated with the apartheid regime 
left the jail as an ominous reminder of the turbulent beginnings of the country. It was for this reason that 
this site was chosen to house the corner stone of the new democracy. As a site so entrenched in the past, it 
would be perfectly placed within the hearts of the society to bring in a new democratic vision of the future. 
At this site; the negative past could be acknowledged and broken whilst embracing the optimistic future. 
(Law-Viljoen 2006: 07).  Justice Albie Sacks noted that the site had been a place where “everybody had 
locked up everybody” so there had been a denial of rights in a variety of different contexts. However, he 
also pointed out that it had been a place where there had been a continuous striving to achieve rights, 
through supporters, families and the planning done by political prisoners for a transformation that was to 
come (Law-Viljoen 2006: 15).  
Figure 15. The layout of the Constitutional Hill Complex (Law-Viljoen 2006: 16) 
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Of interest was Charles Correa’s comments at the inauguration ceremony of the building: He believed that 
new Constitutional Court had created something new and altered the idea of what court houses should be 
(Law-Viljoen 2006: 08). As such the building was to redefine the public cognitive image of what the 
institution of the Judiciary and its architecture stood for. The traditional image of an imposing, powerful 
building which repelled people with stringent boundaries and perimeters was to be avoided. Justice Yvonne 
Mokgoro stated that the building was to move away from the feeling that the court was a place that spelt 
trouble and towards the notion of openness, public participation and warmth. However the value of power 
and respect still needed to be present within the building. An example of this is the imposing scale of the 
triple story volumes within the building which give a sense of power and respect yet the openness and light 
within give balance to these conceptual requirements. (Law-Viljoen 2006: 31) 
 
The underlying concept of reconciling a space of confinement with one of freedom (Joubert 2009: 116) 
began even in the urban design strategy of Constitution Hill. The goal was to reconnect the once isolated 
and impermeable site with the city of Johannesburg using 2 pedestrian access routes to permeate through 
the site. The designers wanted the people to pass through the site while going about their daily business, 
ensuring the buildings and the ideals it stands for were continually entrenched in the minds of the society, 
and moreover to keep the judicial servants continually aware of the people they serve. This was to portray 
an accessible, transparent judiciary in contrast to the isolated and aloof notions of justice which were 
engendered during apartheid.  In keeping with this theme is the Constitutional Square at the centre of the 
complex, an open public space which encourages congregation and is designated as a freely accessible 
public space along the pedestrian zone. This celebrates the right to gather which was so powerfully denied 
during apartheid. Furthermore the prominent positioning of this complex on the hill echoes the importance 
of the building in the context of the city and South Africa as a whole. At the centre of the hill is 
Constitutional Square. 
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Figure 16.  Photo of the public Constitution Square at the heart of the complex Constitutional Hill Complex. The Light 
Towers reflect the form of the city-scape in the back ground (Law-Viljoen 2006: 20) 
 
One of the primary elemental forms of the Courthouse building is the glass tower of light above the foyer 
area, which was also replicated above the existing stairwells of the Awaiting trial block (the remainder of 
which was demolished to make way for the Constitutional Square). These towers were built as beacons of 
light that would provide landmarks visible from afar demarcating a free gathering space and space of 
importance. Furthermore, theses towers provide a metaphorical link to the towers which define the city 
skyline such as the iconic Hillbrow Tower. The Welsh Tower gives prominence to a special collection of 
books, the Rex Welsh Collection, and provides a dominant landmark when viewed from the south (Law-
Viljoen 2006). To further symbolize the “storing of knowledge” within the library the stairwells have been 
clad with translucent sheeted cylinders which are reminiscent of storage towers found on farms and rural 
areas throughout South Africa.  
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An underlying concept for the entrance foyer was the notion of the imbizo or informal communal 
gathering, where elders resolve problems of the village, under a protective tree as experienced in traditional 
rural African communities. The foyer opens directly onto the public square and invites visitors out of the 
harsh sun with its large canopy which flows through to the foyer. This facilitates a feeling of entering for 
relief or protection. The perforated concrete roof and walls further resonate the theme of the symbolic tree. 
The mottled light and shade expressing the quality of light experienced beneath a tree. This quality of light 
coming from above is replicated throughout the building in various different ways; this light is reminiscent 
of light associated in religious buildings such as churches and serves to give an uplifting yet somewhat 
spiritual experience. Furthermore, the tilted large columns can be interpreted in several different ways. They 
are expressive of trees growing out of the ground to support the canopy of foliage above, they too are 
deemed to “occupy” the vast space, and lastly they are representative of the notion of power and respect 
associated with the large colonnades of typical court houses. The slanted columns provided an interesting 
point for debate between the incumbent Justices during the design process, it was questioned whether such 
columns were appropriate for a court. The debate showed that there was a clear preconceived notion of 
elements within a court.  
Figure 2. The sheeted cylinders cladding 
the stairwells of the Welsh Library (Law-
Viljoen 2006: 91) 
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Figure19. View of the foyer area showing the perforated concrete and slanted columns representing the notion of the tree 
(Joubert 2009: 119) 
 
Figure 3. Design sketch showing the conceptual link between the building on the left and the notion of the tree as shelter 
on the right (Law-Viljoen 2006: 46) 
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The Foyer space is most welcoming and open and acts as an introduction to the building and to the 
institution as transparent, freely accessible open and light. The use of the concrete throughout is expressive 
of permanence and reliability; however concrete by itself could be cold and institutional. To bring warmth, 
texture and a cultural context to the interiors of the building, detailed mosaics, lamp shades and brickwork 
have been used. The brickwork has special meaning as the bricks were originally from the demolished 
awaiting trial block; a literal building block of a prison is now the building block of an institution built on 
freedom. The combination of elements mentioned above aid in the development of a positive cognitive 
image for the institution. Even if the subject visiting the space is unaware of the cultural symbolism 
expressed here, the experiential value of the space will give clear meaning that the space is special and 




Figure 20 Plan of the Constitutional Court Building (Joubert 2009: 117). 
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Of further interest is the planning of the connection between the foyer, the public square and the court 
chamber. In traditional civic, governmental or judicial buildings there is a processional route from public 
spaces to the more private and important spaces much like a temple. This typical planning gives importance 
to the deeper spaces and takes away from the open public spaces. However, in the design of the 
Constitutional Court, the objective was to remove this message that you are “getting closer to God” (Law-
Viljoen 2006: 70) through in-between spaces and rather state that the democracy is founded on the public. 
To achieve this, the foyer provides an extension of the public square and the Court Chamber is accessible 
directly off the Foyer. This direct link without formal axis or procession clearly gives the message that the 
public person entering the building is an equally important player in the processes which the building 
houses.  
 
Figure 21. The quiet private contemplative courtyards adjacent to the judge’s chambers (Law-Viljoen 2006: 110). 
 
This clarity of relationships is continued through the building; the public spaces (Foyer connecting walkway 
and library) are clearly accessible, approachable and vibrant with a sense of openness. On the other hand 
the private spaces are filtered from administrative to Judges Chambers which are symbolically the most 
independent or autonomous from the public. The Judges Chambers overlook a private courtyard which is 
intended for staff use only. These somewhat isolated and quiet courtyards and chambers are intended as 
places of introspection for the judges to consider, almost in a religious fashion, the importance of the work 
they do. This gradient to privacy helps ensure that each subject, either public person or the Judge, is acutely 
aware in his own mind of his role or relationship with the institution. This definition of social interaction 
helps create a coherent cognitive image within the subject. (Law-Viljoen 2006) 
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Figure 22. A cross section showing the relationship between the entrance podium, the foyer and the court room (Law-
Viljoen 2006: 63). 
 
 
The Court Chambers are also infused with meaning. In terms of materiality, the use of the recycled bricks 
from the Awaiting Trial block, not only pays homage to the past, but also portrays an honesty and 
openness of the justice system. The long ribbon window at the exterior ground level which surrounds half 
of the court Chambers exemplifies the notion of transparency within the judiciary, the outside being invited 
in, and the inside out. Furthermore, the height of the window only allows views of the ankle to thigh; this 
view is non-racial and non-sexist, especially in winter. To the people outside, this window is a reminder that 
they are a part of the process within the important building. The Court Chamber is based on an arc, this 
shape is symbolic of equality, this is reminiscent of the legend of Knights of the Round Table where each 
was equal in the eyes of the next. The judges are seated so that their eye levels when seated are about the 
same as council when standing representing the sense of equality under the constitution. However, there is 
still a height difference in the benches large enough to ensure the Judges and their functions are respected 
within the institution. 
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The ideal of transparency, which the new Constitution and Judiciary hope to achieve, is a concept which is 
reiterated throughout the building. Beyond the obvious choice of glazed facades, perforated screens provide 
a further link to transparency. Where in glass one is not “aware” of a divide, a screen allows for a more 
powerful sense of depth. The subject can be aware of both the possible divides between spaces or 
institutions, but can still clearly connect with that on the other side of the divide, as such theses screens 
although partially enclosed speak volumes about a new democracy breaking through the social and political 
divides of the past. The relationship between things becomes apparent. (Law-Viljoen 2006: 147). 
 
The Constitutional Court precinct has attempted to redefine the public perception of what a Courthouse 
should be through the careful consideration of various aspects. The designers have successfully managed 
the use of conceptual metaphorical form without being too literal when making links to the notion of a tree 
(it must be remembered that the building is mostly rectilinear in contrast to the preconceived organic notion 
of a tree). There has been a clear understanding of the function and progression of space from public to 
private and how to integrate the socio-political message of the institution into the planning as well as the 
detailing such as the ribbon window in the court chamber. Furthermore, the complex has been reintegrated 
into the city becoming a clear beacon in the urban scale for rejuvenation and democracy without isolating 
itself. The combination of all the elements discussed have resulted in a building which not only reinvents 
the nature of a courthouse but also successfully helps redefine the image of a historically unjust judicial 
system into a new free and democratic system. All this is achieved through providing a powerful emotional 
and visual image within the minds of the various subjects experiencing the building.  
Figure 4. The Court Chamber showing the relationship 
between the judges and the council as well as the ribbon 
window (Law-Viljoen 2006: 68). 
Figure 24. An example of the various 
perforated screens which surround the building. 
(Joubert 2009: 119). 
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As this research aims to understand the importance of the cognitive image created through architecture, and 
primarily in the civic realm, the case studies were chosen from a single civic institution to have the same 
function yet differing messages. Both the Durban Magistrates Court (completed in 1976) and Ntuzuma 
Court (due for completion in May 2012) serve the same role, that being to house the Judiciary of South 
Africa.  However, as this research will show, the differing social and cultural contexts have a great impact 
on how the public perceive these buildings and the institution which they house, and the differing social 
context also influences the differing message these buildings of similar functions portray. Of interest will be 
how these building fit into the greater urban design of their regions and how they influence the urban space 
and thus the experiences and perceptions of the people. Furthermore, the form of the buildings will be 
analyzed to understand the link between function and form as well as meaning and form and how this 
influences the perception of those interacting with the building.  Of further interest will be the planning, 
along with the sensory and experiential value of the spaces within the buildings and how these elements 
influence the perception and thus the cognitive image of the building and the institution. 
 
3.2 DURBAN MAGISTRATES COURT 
  
3.2.1 Historical and Social Context of Case Study 
 
This building has its roots deeply embedded in the turbulent socio-historical context of South Africa. To 
truly understand this building and what it stood for, the building should be placed within its appropriate 
context. Completed in 1976, but conceptualized nearly 30 years prior to that, the building was bore out of 
the apartheid regime of the time. Apartheid, or complete separation, officially became policy after the 
Nationalist Victory in 1948 but the foundations of this ideal had been laid nearly half a century earlier 
through the policy of segregation implemented by the previous government run by the British 
Governmental officials (Readers Digest 1988: 312). In the early beginnings of the country even bitter 
enemies during the Anglo-Boer war, the Brits and Afrikaners, were united on a single issue: That white 
domination had to be maintained (Readers Digest 1988: 312). Thus by the 1960’s and 1970’s these 
oppressive policies, which removed the basic human rights of the majority of the population, were deeply 
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entrenched within the civic structures of South Africa, including the judiciary. After the 1948 National Party 
victory the policy of Government was shaped around the preservation of white power, and the tool used to 
achieve this was the policy of apartheid.  
 
The policy of apartheid, born out of minority white and Afrikaner fear, infiltrated all aspects of life and was 
to be a monumental social engineering project. The government drafted into legislation many laws 
specifically aimed at separating the races and more specifically to oppress the non-whites.  All people were 
registered according to their race through the Population Registration Act. The Mixed Marriages Act of 
1949 and Immorality Act of 1927 made it illegal for people deemed to be of different ethnicity to have 
sexual relations or to be married. The Group Areas Act required that all races live in separate residential 
areas and the Reservation of Separate Amenities Act of 1953 meant that separate public amenities would be 
made available for whites. In this regard toilets, walkways, bus stops, beaches and trains were all either 
designated “White” or “Non-White” and as such every part of public or civic life was racially segregated 
(Readers Digest 1988: 376). 
 
The judiciary however was not completely at fault for these unjust laws. Based on the Roman-Dutch law 
system, introduced to South Africa by Jan van Riebeeck, overlaid with certain aspects of British law, the 
common law system of South Africa was completely colour blind, treating all as equal. As such many Acts 
put forward by government were denied on these grounds. However, in 1951 the government introduced 
the High Court of Parliament Bill, making parliament the highest court of the land, and giving it the power 
to overturn any judgment made by a lower court. Through this the government gained control of the 
judiciary to use as a tool in the implementation of the apartheid regime (Readers Digest 1988: 395). 
 
Throughout the apartheid era, the regime faced opposition from various different fronts, led by resistance 
from political organizations such as the ANC and the PAC, however most resistance campaigns were met 
with brutal retaliation by the government. Once again, through a number of new security laws, the 
governmental led judiciary gave security forces greater power to deal unequivocally with any dissent. In 
1960, 69 people protesting the Pass Laws were killed by security forces during what was to be called the 
Sharpeville Massacre. Through the 1960’s the resistance campaigns intensified with the ANC and other 
organizations resorting to violence. Leaders of these organizations went into exile in neighboring African 
countries whilst the government continued to quell ever increasing civil unrest. The collapse of the 
Portuguese colonies of Mozambique and Angola as well as increasingly strained international economic 
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relations put further pressure on the government and its authoritarian, oppressive and racist policies. This 
time of increased protest and resistance was to provide the setting for the new Magistrates Court in Durban, 
a symbol of the power of the apartheid regime. (Readers Digest 1988).   
 
3.2.2 Justification of Case Study 
 
As discussed, the Durban Magistrates Court was conceived during a turbulent time in the history of South 
Africa. The government of the time was eager to entrench the unjust laws of the land and the judiciary, as a 
public institution, played an important role. This building was thus chosen as a relevant case study to 
understand if and how the social context of the time influenced the design of the building. The case study 
provides an opportunity to analyze what tools were used to impart a message to the public of the time and 
if that message is appropriate in current South Africa where the system of government has vastly changed. 
Furthermore, standing as such a grand building, of interest will be how powerful the cognitive image the 
public have of it is. Vale stated that to judge a public building, an understanding is required of the politics as 
politicians use architecture and urban design as political instruments (Vale 1959: 275).  
 
3.2.3 Location and Urban Design 
 
 
The Durban Magistrates Court is located just to the north of the centre of Durban. The site of the Court 
House was originally on the site of an old police station and part of an Indian School (Durban Map Proc. 
No. 27/04/1973). The new Court was needed as the old Court House at Masonic Grove had grown too 
small. The project was the brainchild of architect J.C Simpson and carried through by Messrs, Geoffrey 
Lesuer & Partners in collaboration with Messrs Chick, Bartholomew and Poole. The project was sited just 
beyond the city centre in a relatively open tract of land which was acquired through dealings between 
different governmental bodies. The then Mayor of Durban, Mr. Dixie Adams, hinted that this was to 
become a civic node and that the building was “a major step taken in replanning this portion of Durban”.  
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Figure25. Location of the Durban Magistrates Court (source: Google earth) 
 
The building, sited over the road from the Durban Railway station, was soon joined by the CR Swart Police 
Station and a large residential block to the North which was part of the land agreement. These 3 towers 
were to be the catalyst for the development of the area. However, as with many modernist planners, the 
buildings were built as islands in the environment. The vast grounds around each of these buildings, 
especially the courthouse, were meant to house beautiful gardens; however they resulted in isolated 
buildings heavily set back from the streets. The image below shows informal traders on the street edge with 
the Courthouse looming in the distant background. In this example there is a clear disconnection between 
the street life and the building, it can be argued that due to the security concerns that this was reasonable, 
however for a building of this stature to have little or no impact on the street seems inappropriate. The only 
time the building has real influence on the streets is through its dominating mass which is noticeable when 
entering and leaving the city northwards along Stalwart Similane Street.  
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Figure 26. The informal traders outside the court (source: author) 
The isolation of the courthouse is evident when the grand scale and symmetry is used as a means to define 
an axis related to the building. When analyzing a building of this nature one would expect a grand axial 
route giving processional importance to the building and the authority of the institution which it houses. 
However, as shown in the aerial view below, the axial lines created by the centre lines of the building have 
no direct relationship to any transport routes or landmarks in the area. The building seems completely 
random, with the exception of a possible visual link to the train station to the west.  This lack of interaction 
with the urban fabric decreases the potential of the large form of the building to impact on the sensibilities 
of the people. As discussed earlier, Bacon describes the importance of space over mass on an urban scale, 
and of further importance, that the space be infused with the spirit of the society. In the case of the Durban 
Magistrates’ Court mass has been used at the expense of public space. The building fails to add to the 
spaces around it, in today’s democratic society and in the context of a new integrated judiciary this seems 
very inappropriate. However, in the original societal context of the court, this isolation from society and 
separation was in keeping with the segregated society of the time. Furthermore, when viewed from above 
on a small scale the group of buildings find a little cohesion, however, this gives an idea of how the 
complex of buildings were designed. In keeping with the authoritarian Nationalist regimes almost God-like 
social engineering, the buildings seem to have been designed from the viewpoint of the disengaged entity 
from above, rather than the individual at ground level. Of interest when considering the urban design of this 
precinct is the fact that the Courthouse is surrounded on 3 sides by the Police Headquarters to the north 
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Figure 27  Aerial view showing position of court and axis (source: author) 
 
Figure 28. Guard tower from the apartheid days (source: author) 
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Figure 30. Aerial View (source: Google Earth) 
Figure 29 Arial view showing overall site in white. The court is the red block at the bottom. The 
flats at the top, and the police station in the middle (source: Google Earth) 
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The array of speeches at the opening ceremony of the building alluded to the powerful form of the building. 
The Minister of Justice at the time, Mr. JG. Kruger spoke about the hostility which the Republic had faced 
by its enemies but that those enemies could not cast doubt over the administration of Justice in the 
Country. He had hoped the building would become an icon of Durban and a monument to Justice. Chief 
Magistrate, Mr. McKay, commented on how pleased he was with the imposing new edifice whilst the 
Mayor, Mr. Dixie Adams, hoped that the building would enhance the stature of the justice system and 
engender public admiration for the institution. 
 
The building is made up of a 2 storey high podium with a large courtyard 
at its centre. Within this “courtyard” a 12 storey tower has been placed. 
This initial conceptual arrangement is representative of an internalized 
organization which is repelling public participation. The exterior of the 
podium building further exemplifies this notion. The ground floor is nearly 
completely impenetrable except for the various entrances on all four sides. 
The entire ground floor facade creates an extra podium through the use of 
black marble cladding. The scale of this podium dwarves people at ground 
level, imposing the building and its institution as superior to the individual 
Figure 31. View of the imposition building when leaving 
the city northwards. (source: author) 
 
 
Figure 33. Schematic plan showing 
how court yard building tends to 
repel and be introverted (source: 
author). 
 
Figure 32. View of the police station in the 
foreground and courthouse behind when entering 
the city (source: author) 
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scale. Furthermore the dark, reflective and smooth nature 
of the marble pushes people away from the building. 
Above this material “podium”, the 2nd floor of the podium 
building is compromised of small openings articulated 
with “colonnades” which are punched out of the façade. 
These colonnades are somewhat symbolic of the 
powerful colonnades associated with classical architecture 
demonstrating power and importance. However, in 
classical examples the colonnades help to define the 
importance to the space within, and draw people into the 
space. The colonnades of the Durban Magistrates Court, 
although beautifully detailed, have the opposite effect, in 
that they push people away, hiding the openings rather 
than framing them. The human mind could find a mental 
link between these colonnades and security bars used 
over windows. The rhythm of the colonnades increases 
towards the centers of the facades indicating the 4 














Figure 34. Black marble podium below a facadal 
colonnade (source: author) 
 
 
Figure 35. Eastern façade separated from the street with rhythm of 
columns indicating the old non-white entrance (source: author) 
Figure 36. Impressive columns on the 
northern tower façade (source: 
author) 
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This idea of the classical colonnade often associated with buildings of prestige and power is continued 
through in the form of the central tower building. The north and south facades have been articulated with 
rows of massive columns which stretch the entire height of the building. These are very powerful elements 
which express a verticality and authority. However, from a distance this powerful expression is somewhat 
lost, it is only when viewed from the central courtyard area that this powerful element becomes successful. 
The problem with this is that the central courtyard is designated for parking and service. By distancing itself 
from the street and the public, the effectiveness of these powerful forms have been decreased. These 
columns are repeated in a less imposing manner on the east and north facades, they are however covered 
by sunscreens. This as well as the setbacks on the north and south facades gives an indication that climatic 
response was taken into account, however, there is minimal glazing on the north and south facades whilst 




Figure 37. Powerful symmetry and axis, viewed from a car park across the road (source: author). 
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The eastern and western facades of the tower are marked by a large solid frame which in some way creates 
a giant arch. The archway being significantly linked to notions of grandeur and power throughout history as 
exemplified in the Arch De Triumph.  However, the Arch de Triumph becomes powerful through its 
connection to a strong axis. The “arch” of the magistrate’s court has no such axis and as such is not able to 
impinge on the cognitive image the public hold of the city, the institution or even the building itself. In 
contrast to the austere modernist façade treatments, which surround most of the building, the southern edge 
of the western lower podium is treated in a sensitive almost humane scale. The tree alongside beautifully 
detailed screens in the façade, provide a pleasant environment for the person walking by. This permeability 
gives the feeling of transparency and approachability. However, this small section is overwhelmed by the 




3.2.5. Planning and Interior Experience 
 
As a public building, designed during the height of the apartheid regime, the buildings planning was 
required to implement the segregation laws of the time. The laws of the time required that all people of 
colour not interact with the white population. This segregated society is clearly evident in almost all the 
planning. On the ground floor the building had 4 pedestrian entrances. A white entrance (now the only 
public entrance) was located on the South side, a non-white maintenance entrance to the north and 2 non-
Figure 38. Beautiful screen 
element on the west façade 
(source: author) 
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white public entrances on the west and east. In this way 
Indians, blacks and whites could all be separated. As a result 
the main south entrance of today has become very confusing 
even though it received a latter addition to more clearly mark it 
as the main entrance. The uniformity of the facades without a 
clear hierarchy has made the position of the main entrance 
unclear to the public. In terms of the planning as one enters the 
main foyer, the eye is met by a security gate and then a 
bathroom door before the subject is able to establish the 
location of the stairway and circulation. The information and 
reception desk is situated on the 1st Floor at the centre of the 
building adding to the confusion. Upon leaving the experience 
is just as confusing.  The foyer of the now unused “non-white” 
entrance off Stalwart Similane Street is less confusing and 
probably more appropriate for a building of this stature. 
 
   
 
 
The other entrances are now used as storage or for maintenance; their use has been usurped with a 
changing society. The planning was repeated though out the building, on all floors there were separate 
circulation routes, stairs, lifts and ablutions for the different races. All courts had to have at least 2 separate 
entrances to prevent the mixing of races. The creation of all these separate circulation routes resulted in a 
building which is dominated by long passages with very little natural light; furthermore, these passages all 
Figure 40. Main entrance leading towards a bathroom 
(source: author). 
Figure 41. The grand old non-white entrance which is 
now unused (source: author). 
Figure 39. Schematic plan showing the 
different racially divided entrances (source: 
author). 
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end abruptly with nothing to orientate people within the building. This environment adds to the oppressive 
nature of the building, giving subjects the feeling of restriction and disorientation. The planning of the lower 
podium levels gives very little differentiation between spaces of differing hierarchy. Courts, Judges 
Chambers, Prosecutors Offices and even ablutions all lead directly off these passageways; the public person 
would not be able to decipher the difference between a door leading to a court, or that opening to a 
bathroom, without the signage provided. These most public parts of the building are ultimately the most 
confusing and more importantly there is no filtering of public from private to public spaces, which is of 
concern considering that there are security issues. This confusion does not engender an image of authority 
or power, but rather gives the public a sense of distrust in the workings of the institution.  
 












The upper floors of the central tower blocks, whilst still 
divided by race, offer a more appropriate experience to 
some of the public at least. Every second floor houses 
four regional courts with the alternate floor housing admin 
and prisoner holding cells. This arrangement clearly 
separates the different functions within the minds of the 
public. On the court floors, rather than long, narrow 
passages, the white population enters a central foyer, and 
on either side stairs and ramps, which almost seem 
Figure 42. Long dark passages 
(source: author) 
Figure 43. No differentiation between a court room door and an 
office (source: author). 
Figure 44. The well laid out level 6 court floor foyer 
(source: author). 
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processional in nature, lead towards the court room entrances giving importance to the court rooms and 
their functions. However, the non-white circulation on the outside continues with the more deprived 
experience. Although the court floor is more appropriately designed to give respectability to the court 
rooms, the theme of segregation is still evident.  
 
 
Having followed the narrative of the public person through the building and taking note of how these 
experiences shaped the image of the judicial system in their minds, the next step was to understand the 
experience of the awaiting trial prisoner. Of interest, was if this experience would reiterate the theme that a 
defendant is considered innocent until found guilty. The prisoner is driven into a basement offloading zone. 
Almost completely devoid of natural light, this introduction to the building is very oppressive. One can 
create links in the mind to the notion of being taken down into a dungeon. Beyond this, the prisoner is led 
into various holding cells; this journey is taken through long dark passages and stairways with the prisoner 
never seeing sun light and always acutely aware of the steel gates which separate him from the public. This 
oppressive theme is continuous through the prisoner’s experience of the courthouse. Although it must be 
stated that many of these design features are made out of necessity for security.   
 
Figure 45. Schematic plan showing the different racially 
divided circulation routes (source: author). 
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Although the oppressive nature of their experience is obvious, it was an 
experience during the narrative of a prisoner which could be one of the 
most uplifting within the building. Having descended into the dungeon 
like environment, the prisoners gradually make their way up through 
building to the courthouse and their meeting with justice. Having arrived 
at the 5th floor holding cell to await his hearing, the prisoner is then lead 
up a long straight stairwell into the court room. As he walks up the 
stairwell he is met with a soft glow of light coming through opaque 
windows. One cannot help but wonder if this journey may give the 
prisoner a sense of hope in the justice system. It is unknown if this 
experience was planned for by the architect or was merely a coincidence.  
 
 
Figure 46. Prisoner’s entrance into the basement (source: author). 
Figure 47. The prisoners experience long 
dark passage with bars (source: author). 
Figure 48. The light at the end of 
the prisoners “tunnel” (source: 
author). 
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As previously mentioned, the lower floors housed prosecutors, judges, courts and the public. When 
speaking to a magistrate working within the court house it was made apparent that the visual distinction of 
certain functions within a court room was needed. The concern lay with the Judge’s Chambers being next 
to the prosecutors’ offices. In terms of the justice system, the judge is meant to be completely independent 
of the prosecutor or even the defense council for that matter. The magistrate in question queried how the 
public might perceive the spatial proximity between the judge and the prosecutor, this may remove the 
image of an autonomous judge presiding over their matters, and thus remove any trust they may have. This 
is an example of how spatial layouts can influence perception of society. 
 
The most important rooms within the building are 
the actual courtrooms. Here the relationship 
between the various participants in proceedings is 
portrayed primarily through the use of height. 
Depending on the court type, the judge is raised 
appropriately above the public. In the equality 
court and children’s courts, all parties are almost 
level, and in the case of the equality court, all are 
seated around an oval or round table removing 
hierarchy to an extent. Within the magistrates or 
regional court rooms where more severe cases are 
heard, the judges’ are raised by about 500 mm above the public giving the judge symbolic power and 
respectability. To further emphasize the importance of the judges seat, full height timber paneling with the 
emblem of the justice department furnish the centre of the wall behind the judge. When speaking to a 
magistrate’s judge on the topic of the courtroom, it became apparent that the solemnity of the materials 
within the courtroom has importance. The simple timber benches and cladding (which has an acoustic 
property) provide a calm solemn environment in which to meet out justice. This solemnity was of great 






Figure 49. The inside of a regional magistrate’s court 
showing central axis and heights (source: author). 
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3.2.6 Empirical Data  
 
Of interest to my research was how the people with different roles responded to this building. To ascertain 
their perceptions of the Building, and how this related to their perception of the judiciary as a whole, an 
interview process was undertaken. The groups of people interviewed included lawyers, judges, 
complainants, general public and police officers. It was hoped that this array of different backgrounds 
would give an understanding of how personal circumstance and ones position in society influences how a 
person perceives the built environment. During my time at the Durban Magistrates Court I interviewed a 
series of people, using the facilities, on a one on one basis using a standard interview questionnaire. 
 
Having analyzed the building through the mind of an architect, and understanding the given meaning 
associated with the building based on its socio-political history, it was of interest to see how the views of 
the participants correlated with this analysis. Lawyers are highly educated individuals who have a deep 
understanding of law and its processes; however, they are independent of the judiciary. Magistrate judges 
are also highly educated and even more embedded within the justice system as they make decisions based 
on the laws of the society. The public waiting to have their matters heard in the court room may not have a 
great understanding of the law, but they are personally invested in the outcome of the proceedings. Police 
officers are an intermediary between justice system and the public and may have a less idealistic view of the 
system than that of the magistrate. 
 
a) General Perception of the institution of the justice system: 
 
Asked whether or not the respondents thought the justice system lived up to its vision as a transformed and 
accessible system, the results overall were inconclusive. However, there was a tendency for the public to 
have less faith in the institution and its processes with an overall consensus throughout that the system was 
somewhat disconnected from society. This demonstrates that although the people responsible for and 
knowledgeable about the institution are happy with its service, the institution has not created a positive 
enough image of the institution within the minds of the lay public. 
 
b) The Preconceived Notion of a Court house: 
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Next the subjects were asked if they had a preconceived idea or mental image of what a courthouse should 
look like. The majority of applicants had a similar response of columns and a grand building. Moreover, the 
simple elements such as the higher position of the judge were most important in their minds. Of interest 
was the fact that this mental image also tended to be experiential in nature, words such as formal, 
professional and somber were the words used to describe their ideas by the lawyers and judges. However, 
the public persons generally did not have a mental image of a court at all.  Remembering that justice and the 
courthouse is a civil service, this showed the disconnection between the public and the institution and 
showed that the only reason that the professionals had a mental image was because it was part of their 
everyday life experience. As such one cannot generalize about a society, the individual and his own 
personal situation within that society can influence how that institution or building is perceived. 
 
c) The Durban Magistrate Court Buildings Clarity: 
 
As a civic building, described as a beacon for the justice system upon completion, it would be presumed 
that this building formed part of a clear understandable map within the minds of all the subjects. However, 
the overwhelming consensus was that the building was difficult to find and that most of the subjects had 
not previously known the function of the building prior to having to use it. As previously discussed, this 
can be attributed to the isolation of the building within the urban context. In general the subjects believed 
this building could easily be mistaken for a generic office block. This could be attributed to the understated 
detailing of the facades which are blank as with modernist ideals.  
 
Furthermore, when asked how the building made them feel when approaching it, the words listed were 
mainly “powerful, oppressive and disconnected”. This perception would have been a pleasing result for the 
administrators during the time of construction as it fitted in with how the government wanted to control 
society. However, there was also a tendency for subjects to have no emotional link to the exterior of the 
building at all. It would seem the lack of axis and large scale has made the building to some extent 
unreadable by the people using it.  
In terms of the internal experience of the subjects within the building, this seemed to have some of the most 
powerful responses. The long dark passages and lack of clearly articulated circulation lead to nearly all 
subjects describing the experience as confusing, intimidating, cold, and dark. The only real discrepancy was 
the experience of the police officers who generally seemed to find the experience pleasant. This may be 
attributed the desensitization of these individuals, through continued exposure to prisons, and the darker 
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elements in society. With the exclusion of this anomaly, the experience would have been appropriate for 
the justice system of the past but not so much in a new democratic and fair judiciary. 
  
The final but most important question posed to the respondents was: What message the building gave the 
participants regarding the justice system? The general consensus with this question was that the building 
made the judiciary seem unapproachable, untrustworthy and inhumane. This aligns with the descriptions of 
the courts during the days of apartheid through emotive words such as “injustice, exclusion, 
marginalization, humiliation, fear, repulsion, rejection, distrust, unfriendly, cold, ugly, austere and stern” 
(Law-Viljoen 2006: 32).  It would thus seem that the building has successfully imparted this image of justice 
associated with the society of its time. However; in the new democratic South Africa where the judiciary 
has realigned itself to the ideals of transparency, accessibility, fairness and freedom; this building finds itself 
portraying a message contrary to that of the institution. From the participants answers it is apparent that 
buildings entrenched in the old society may be doing damage to the image of the transformed institutions 
they now serve. Although elements such as the apartheid planning and separation of races no longer exist, 
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3.3 NTUZUMA MAGISTRATES COURT 
  
3.3.1 Historical and Social Context of Case Study 
 
The new Ntuzuma Magistrates Court, tabled to open in the middle of 2012, is located within the area of 
Kwa Mashu 25km north of Durban. Although constructed nearly 20 years into the life of the new 
democratic South Africa, the building cannot be completely separated from the apartheid regime. The 
history of Kwa Mashu has its roots in 1959 where it was established as part of the Group Areas Act. The 
Group Areas Act sought to separate Indians, Africans and Coloureds who lived together in places such as 
Umkhumbane or Cato Manor in Durban. Many people, who moved to Kwa Mashu, were originally from 
Cato Manor (wiki.ulwazi.org). Historically this area was marginalized, cut off from proper economic and 
social infrastructures. This marginalization has lead to an area which is now rife with social decay with large 
amounts of crime and violence. 
 
Figure 50.  Location of Ntuzuma Magistrates Court (source: Google earth) 
 
In response to this a Development known as Bridge City was started to link the communities of Phoenix, 
Inanda, Ntuzuma and Kwa Mashu together and link them together into the urban system. This new town is 
envisioned as the socio-economic centre to these areas, giving access to civic amenities that have 
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historically been hard to come by in these communities. The development is to house a hospital, inter-
modal transport facility, a regional government hub, a shopping centre and the basis for this research: The 
Regional Magistrates Court. (www.bridgecity.co.za). According to the development framework the Bridge 
City is to create a civic node which is easily understandable to the public, with institutional developments 
being set along the eastern edge overlooking the vast amounts of housing. Bridge City is to be the visual 
and economic heart of these areas around which the rejuvenation of these areas is to begin. (Iyer Rothaug 
Collaborative et al 2007). The original Ntuzuma Court was housed in an old prefab school which 
functionally was inappropriate for the purposes of a court. Furthermore, small prefabricated buildings were 
visually not demonstrative of the importance of the institution. It could be argued that this may have helped 
create an image in the people minds of a weak and incapable judiciary which could not serve its needs. In 
the context of social decay, the law is a fundamental institution which can be used as a visual and social 
catalyst for rejuvenation.  
 
3.3.2 Justification of Case Study 
 
So far, this research has studied how the principals of the old authoritarian apartheid regime had been 
manifested and perceived through the architecture of The Durban Magistrates Court. Furthermore, through 
literature, the architecture of Constitutional Court has been examined as a cornerstone expressing the new 
democratic values of the judiciary. However, the constitutional court is unique among courts in that it does 
not encounter many of the functional problems associated with court hearings. As the constitutional court 
only makes decisions about the constitution, it is not exposed to security risks associated with holding 
criminals etc. As such the architecture of the constitutional court can viewed as somewhat idealistic as it 
does not have to completely take into account the realities of the South African justice system. The new 
Ntuzuma Regional Magistrates Court, designed in collaboration between TGA and DGIT Architects, finds 
relevance in this study as it seeks to engender the principles of the new democratic justice system. It also 
finds relevance as a comparative study to the old Durban Magistrates Court, both in terms of social context 
and the responsiveness of the architecture.  
 
3.3.3 Urban Design 
The Bridge City development is situated at the heart of a vast residential landscape and is located opposite 
to the Phoenix industrial park to the north. The sitting of the precinct and specifically the courthouse at the 
visual centre of the residential area, gives the site prominence. This importance is exemplified by the sitting 
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of the Courthouse on the edge of the precinct overlooking the residential area. Furthermore, the courthouse 
is situated at the top of a hill at the confluence of main transport feeder routes. This prominent position is 
reminiscent of ancient Greek temples sited on the top of hills. The sitting of the building invites the building 
to act as visual landmark for the precinct and is furthermore appropriate for a building such as the 
courthouse which will serve an integral part in the security of the surrounding public. The position of the 
building will help create a clear cognitive image in the minds of the public, firstly establishing the node as an 
important civic centre and secondly, the judiciary as powerful institution which serves the community.   
Figure 51. Location of the site within the vast residential landscape (source: Google Earth). 
Figure 52. The powerful presence of the building viewed from whilst approaching the precinct (source: DGIT Architects).  
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As stated, the building is situated at the confluence of major transport feeder routes. When entering the 
Bridge City precinct, the courthouse acts as a symbolic marker of the precinct you are entering. As you are 
driving, the building seemingly grows out of the dense landscape giving an immediately powerful image 
above the green hills. The building serves as an orientating tool for the public giving clarity to the winding 
roads and hills of the area. In terms of the buildings connection to the street and the public, the building is 
set back from the street. However, in contrast to Durban Magistrates Court, the landscaping and over sailing 
canopy reach out and engage with the public on street level. When driving in the opposite direction towards 
the court, the entrance seems to invite people directly off the road. The large entrance canopy allows for an 
extension of civic space onto the site. Rather than repel interaction with the judiciary, the entrance seeks to 
encourage human interaction and engagement with the institution. This civic gathering space was intended 
by the architects to be a space for rest, for demonstration, and discussion. These elements are truly 
indicative of a judiciary which is transparent and accessible.  
Figure 53.  Site plan of Ntuzuma Court showing connection to the street (source: DGIT Architects). 
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As with the constitutional court, the underlying concept behind the form of the building was the symbolic 
representation of the traditional African system of justice under the tree. The over sailing entrance canopy is 
representative of the leafy canopy of a tree, giving shade to passersby and acting as a natural gathering 
point. The large round tilted colonnades which mark the entrance under the canopy give the impression of 
the tree stump mightily holding up the canopy. Moreover, these impressive 6meter high columns represent 
power and authority, an important element, crucial to the success of the judiciary. Unlike the Durban Court, 
which has colonnades along the hard façades of the building, this colonnade frames important space and 
the entrance way. Through this the colonnade invites the public in a clearly marks the point at which they 
able to connect with the judicial system. As such there is no confusion as to where the entrance is situated 
and whether or not the public is welcome. The canopy is also pierced by a large upper level courtyard, 
adding drama and light to the space, raising the human spirit and giving the space an ethereal feel. 
Figure 54. The inviting entrance of court viewed from within the Bridge City Precinct (source: DGIT 
Architects). 
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Figure 55. The over sailing tree like canopy of the entrance (source: DGIT Architects). 
Figure 56. The North Façade (source: DGIT Architects). Figure 57. Tilted columns at 
entrance (source: DGIT 
Architects). 
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The east and west basement and ground floor facades adjacent to the entrance are made up of hard 
impermeable surfaces finished with course textures which give a clear feeling of enclosure and solidity. This 
is a visual representation of the functions behind, namely the holding cells and other private functions. 
Furthermore, this creates a solid plinth, as is typical with many classical buildings, upon which the rest of 
the building and, symbolically, the judicial institution can rest. The upper floors are clad with a physically, 
and visually much lighter material in aluminium. The cladding is in the form of ribbons wrapping around 
the building with many gaps perforating the façade. Not only does this give the public spaces and offices a 
lighter enclosure, it also continues the theme of the tree, as branches reaching out of the building. The 
cladding is continued underneath the canopy too. The northern cladding grows from the base at the centre 
and tapers away towards the ends. This can be viewed as the tree canopy thinning as it spreads further out. 
On the other hand it is also reminiscent of wings. Both these images do give the impression of upliftment. 
In order break up the diagonal and horizontal bulk of the building and to give a powerful verticality to the 
building, the lift shaft is expressed through a glazed vertical element. The verticality ads impetus to the 
importance of the building and the glazed elements give transparency to the façade. One of the most 
powerful forms of the building is the diagonal screened wedge on the east façade which overlooks the 
residential area below. This dynamic shape acts as a landmark and expresses an authority of the institution.  
        
 Figure 58. The diagonal aluminium cladding 
wrapping below the canopy (source: DGIT 
Architects). 
Figure 59. Vertical glazed lift shaft (source: 
DGIT Architects).  
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3.2.5. Planning and Interior Experience 
 
As previously stated the entrance to this facility 
is grand and very clear and accessible. Upon 
entry the foyer clearly separates the public 
between the security entrance to the right and 
the exit to the left on either side of the security 
booth. Once through the foyer, the subject 
enters a large atrium around which all 
circulation and activity is based. This atrium is 
triple volume with ample clear story natural 
lighting at the very top. This quality of a high 
volume with light from above creates an almost 
religious uplifting experience. The vertical 
pendent lighting further enhances this uplifting 
experience. Within the atrium, the main form 
of circulation is a ramp which runs the entire 
length of the atrium. This ramp provides easy 
disabled access, but also provides a very clear 
form of open circulation which aids in giving 
the perception of an easy accessible, 
approachable and transparent justice system; it 
guides the people through the building and the 
system. The clarity of space gives the public a pleasant calming experience in a time where they may be 
stressed. The high volume also gives the space a somber respectability. The materials used throughout the 
building are hard wearing due to the high volume of traffic in the building. However, the materials are based 
on natural neutral tones using travertine, stone and marmoran to give a calm but respectable interior. 
 
There is a further clear definition of space and function through the filtering of public to private vertically. 
The ground floor, to either side of the ramp houses administrative functions such as pay points and smaller 
family and equality courts, with a canteen at the end of the passage in the wedge shape element. The ramp 
then takes the subject up to the first floor where the court houses are found along the circulation route. It is 
Figure 60. Central circulation atrium (source: DGIT Architects). 
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at this level the public journey visually and physically ends. The second floor houses the judge’s chambers 
and prosecutors offices which are only accessible through private staircases; this is of course due to security 
concerns. However, the public can still see the judges and admin staff using the circulation routes above. 
This vertical separation not only separates the judges physically, but in a metaphysical realm too. The 
vertical separation acknowledges the authority of the judges and the role they play in the institution. The 
judge’s chambers are situated around the punched hole in the canopy above the entrance. Symbolically 
speaking, this can be seen to continually remind the judges of the society they serve as they watch the 
public pass by below. At the same time it could be argued that this is a reminder that the judges are a part of 
the public realm too. The judge’s boardroom opens out to an internal “garden” which overlooks the internal 
atrium. This connection further ensures that the judges are aware of their responsibilities to the public who 
are putting their trust in them within the institution. Unfortunately as a result of security concerns, judges 
have their own circulation routs down to courtrooms, however these are not accessible to the public and do 




Having designated the importance of different functions and space through vertical division, the final 
detailing of entrances to different spaces was still not very clearly articulated. As with the Durban 
Magistrate Court, all doors, even those leading to court rooms were articulated in the same manner.  This 
would seem to be due to budgetary constraints, however, a larger scaled or more highly articulated door, or 
entrance to a court would help indicate the importance of the court room space within. Within the court 
rooms, the courtrooms follow the same formula as that of the Durban Courthouse. Simple wood paneling 
Figure  61. Interior of courtroom (source: DGIT Architects). 
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with the judge raised above the audience to give a formal respectable feel to proceedings with the judge’s 
authority acknowledged. 
 
When considering the experiential narrative of the prisoner within building, it is clear that understandable 
security risks, such as possible escape, take precedent over imparting the ideal of innocent until proven 
guilty. The prisoners arrive via vehicle at the opposite end to the public entrance, from where they are 
moved to a processing foyer and then directly into cells via a ramp. The processing area and ramp leading 
the prisoners to their cells are very well naturally lit, however, as the prisoners move into the cells, the 
daylight disappears and the steel gates and bars along with long passages become the prisoner’s reality. 
Considering this is similar to that of the Durban Court it shows that some principles cannot overcome 
functional problems such as security. At the same time, this experience ensures the prisoner knows the 
severity of the situation in which he finds himself. 
 
 Figure 62. Ground Floor Plan (source: DGIT Architects). 
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Figure 63. First Floor Plan (source: DGIT Architects). 
 
 
Figure 64. Second Floor Plan (source: DGIT Architects). 
 
3.2.6 Empirical Data 
As the building has not yet been officially opened, there was no opportunity to interview the various 
different role players on their perceptions of the building. However, an interview with the chief magistrate 
of the building gave insight into his perception. The magistrate felt that not only is the building user friendly 
and easy to understand for the public, but it is also a courthouse where the employees are enabled in their 
service of the community. The building gives the employees a sense of pride and responsibility in the 
institution they serve. Furthermore, he feels that the building serves to connect the surrounding society to 
the judiciary whilst still portraying power, transparency and approachability, aligning itself with the vision 
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CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
As stated in chapter 1, the hypothesis for this research is as follows: 
In order to create meaningful spaces, where a symbiotic relationship is created between the public and 
civic entities, positive cognitive imagery will best be established through the appropriate use of both 
form and experiential symbolism.  
 
The research compiled within the document has supported this hypothesis as it has defined how meaning is 
given to the built environment. Within the research it is apparent that the perception of a building is linked 
both to the social context of the subject and also to the individual circumstance of the subject. The differing 
experiential narrative of each person affects how they perceive an institution and architecture. As shown in 
the case studies, a prisoner will have a different relationship and experience of the building than that of a 
judge or a complainant. The socio-political and cultural influences of the time are probably the most 
important influences of architecture and its meaning. Firstly, the socio-political context influences the 
relationship between the institution and the public as epitomized by the influence of apartheid on the 
judiciary and the public. The research has shown that where a building is not successfully aligned with the 
principals of the institution, as is the case with the Durban Magistrates Court, it may result in increased 
tension with the public and a misunderstanding of what the institution stands for. The building thus 
undermines the institution. 
 
The primary research question was to understanding whether the physical form is more important than the 
experiential value of space in creating meaningful symbolism and positive cognitive imagery within the 
built environment? 
 
The relevant questions to answer this problem were set out as follows: 
 
1) How does perception influence symbolism and meaning? 
2) How does sensory experience through spatial and 3 dimensional planning create a symbolic 
meaning in architecture? 
3) What is meaning? 
4) How does architecture communicate meaning through form? 
5) What is the role of symbolism in architecture in civic society? 
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6)  What is the importance of creating a positive cognitive image, through the built environment, within 
the minds of the public? 
 
In answering these questions, the role of meaning in architecture was found to be a broad principle.  It can 
be either based on the individuals personal framework or a larger communities cultural background, 
furthermore, meaning can be given and received intentionally or meaning may be interpreted where none 
was intended. As such the importance of meaning in architecture is of fundamental importance. To create a 
completely meaningless space is near impossible, any interaction or human activity will surely give 
substance to that space, giving memory and association to the building.  Perception plays an important role 
in how people understand the built environment. Scale, colour and texture are physical elements which 
form part of the basis of how people perceive their environments. These help to establish the non-tangible 
feelings which an individual may have towards an object. Furthermore, perception, or the way in which a 
person interprets their environment, is further established by their personal, socio-political and cultural 
backgrounds. As such, people of differing backgrounds may interpret the same element differently. The 
experience of a building which includes its planning is also a conveyor of meaning. The planning of a 
building is, as discussed, the expression of a social hierarchy. Public spaces are designed to express a 
welcoming nature, yet when these bleed to more private spaces, they will be less inviting and should 
express to people where they are acceptable. This is of particular importance with civic institutions such as 
police where security and privacy need to be finely balanced with a welcoming presence. The three 
dimensional form can also be very expressive of meaning, the form is once again connected to perception 
of scale and other contributing factors to express to the individual the relationship the building has with 
society. This is clarified when considering a glazed building which is inviting in contrast to a large concrete 
vertical mass which may be imposing. Of further importance was the perception of the built form in relation 
to the surrounding context, it was found that the positioning of the architectural object in the urban fabric is 
a clear indication of that institutions position in society and even of the society of the time. Furthermore, 
elements such as the speed of the movement past and the surrounding built form can form important 
design components. 
 
Of interest in the study is the effect of cultural symbolism as epitomized by the traditional image of justice 
under the tree used in the Constitutional Court and the Nyuzuma Magistrates Court. Although this 
conceptual approach gives the design a grounded justification within the cultural setting of South Africa, it 
is not clear that the lay person in the public will be able to interpret this imagery through the metaphors 
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used in the architecture. However, the spaces and forms created out of this symbolic imagery are still 
conveying the intended messages. Rather than the form of the tree being of importance, it is the emotions 
and experiential value associated with the mottled light and canopy of shelter that are what give the subject 
meaning. The past experiences and the context of the subject will influence how that symbolism is 
interpreted. The research also shows that planning and the progression of people through space as well as 
the function given to space further formulate an image of the subject’s role in society in their own mind. 
 
Through the research the following design guidelines have been shown to be applicable for a civic building 
in the current socio-political climate:  
 
• The building should engage with the street edge and public, ensuring that the public are visually kept 
aware that the institution is approachable and integrated within the society.   
• Large volumes and elements such as colonnades are appropriate to establish the authority of the 
institution, the building should engage but the institution should always be respected. 
• Spatial experience is one of the most powerful means of expressing meaning to the subject within 
the building. The amount and quality of light as well as the nature of the materials used can help 
contribute to a positive image within the mind of the subject. 
• In terms of site selection and urban design, the building should be placed in a prominent position 
which is able to act as an orientating element within the urban context. By taking cognoscente of the 
transport routes and engaging with other landmarks and buildings, the civic building will be able to 
impinge on the sensibilities of the public and allow a more powerful image within their minds.   
 
Having studied links between the judiciary and the architecture of the Durban Magistrates Court, an 
understanding was gained of the influence social relationships have on interpretation and that beyond these 
relationships; certain elements can determine a universal message to the public. However, with the case 
study of the Ntuzuma Court, the building had not yet been occupied for use and the surrounding precinct 
had not yet been developed. Future research into the perception of the public once the building comes into 
use will be valuable. Also of interest will be how the building influences the urban fabric as the civic node 
grows within in the precinct. It is presumed that the building, having fully engaged with the public realm, 
will encourage the growth of a vibrant integrated civic node. 
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The research topic was initiated through interest in the public image of the South African Police Services 
and the role architecture could play in the redefining of this image within the context of a new democratic 
South Africa. However, within the realm of the South African judiciary and its architecture, the study was 
able to find clear links between an institution, the socio-political context and the individual subject and their 
interpretations. The judiciary, having helped define Apartheid regime and also having played an important 
role in the new democracy of South Africa provided a platform to study the methods used in the portrayal 
of  differing social messages in different historic settings within the same country. Furthermore, this study 
clearly defined how a public cognitive image of an institution can be redefined through the use of 
architecture. Moving towards the design of a police facility, the lessons learnt within the context of the 
judiciary can be used to successfully incorporate the democratic and free ideals of the country into the 
architecture and furthermore create a positive working relationship with the public. As discussed in the 
literature review, the police, being a national entity with a national identity, may require a building which 
serves the greater national context of the police rather than a highly contextualized and exclusive symbol of 
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APPENDIX A: Research Questionnaire: 
 
Topic: Exploring the Importance of the Creation of the Cognitive Image through Architecture: 
Towards a New Police Headquarters for Durban 
 
I am a Masters architectural student at the University of KwaZulu- Natal and am doing a study which aims 
to understand how architecture influences the public perception of civic institutions. The following 
questions and your participation will help establish a data base of differing human perceptions of the built 
environment. 








1. The vision for the Department of Justice is as follows: 
“A transformed and accessible justice system which promotes and protects social justice, fundamental 
human rights and freedom.” (www.justice.gov) 
The mission statement is: “We commit to provide transparent, responsive and accountable justice for 
all.” 
 
Does your personal perception of the institution align with these goals set out by the Justice Department? 
Yes/No 
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e) Disconnected from society 
 





e) Staff Member 
f) Other, please specify ________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Is this your first experience in a courthouse? Yes/No 
 





3. Before you needed to use this courthouse, did you have a clear idea of where the building was and what 
it looked like? Yes/ No 
 
4. If you had seen it before, did you know then what the function of the building was? 
 








5a) Do you think the form of the building is appropriate for this function and does the form mean to 
you?_______________________________________________________________________________
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6. Which function do you feel is most suitable for the form of the building? 
a) Office block 
b) Residential block 
c) Civic building 
d) Courthouse 
e) Prison 
e) All of the above 
 
7. Is the entrance clearly identifiable? Yes/No 
 






9.  What would best describe your experience of the walkways / circulation of the building? Select 1 or 
more of the following: 









10. Which would best describe how being within this building makes you feel within the Durban context? 
Please select: 
a) Connected to Durban community and its society  
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b) Isolated and disconnected 
 
 
11. What would best describe what this building says to you about the justice system? 
a) Transparent 
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APPENDIX B: Interview Questions for Olga Shumilovska at DGIT Architects: 
 
1.  What was the brief given to you by the department of public works / justice? Did they require you to 
express any specific qualities or ideals of the Justice department in this project? 
2. What was your inspiration for the design of the Ntuzuma Magistrates Court with the dynamic forms and 
“weaved” facade? And through the use of this interesting tectonic, what message did you seek to impart on 
the public? 
3. Does the tectonic of the building express the quality of spaces within? 
4. What importance did the existing social /cultural context of the area play in the design of the building? 
5. Did you feel it important to design a building which clearly identified itself as a court house through 
preconceived notions of what the public knows of a courthouse, or rather to design a new tectonic which 
over time becomes synonymous with justice? 
6. What influenced your choice of materials for the project? Was it aesthetic, climatic, functional? Do you 
feel the materials were an important part in conveying your message to the public? 
7. What sort of experiences did you want to create in the various spaces? And did quality of light play an 
important part in this design? 
8. When considering the different users of the building, did you feel it appropriate to design different 
experiences for differing users? I.e. should a prisoner have a different sensory and emotional experience to 
that of a witness or victim? 
9. How did you deal with the issue of public spaces of a civic building linked closely to private spaces such 
as the magistrate’s offices etc? Was there a scaling of public spaces? And was it an intention to make the 
layout easily understandable for the public? 
10. This vision of the Department of Justice is: 
“A transformed and accessible justice system which promotes and protects social justice, fundamental 
human rights and freedom.”   
Do you feel the Ntuzuma Magistrate Court aligns itself with this vision? 
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PART 2: DESIGN REPORT 
 




The preceding theoretical study of the importance of the cognitive image in architectural design revealed; 
through literature, case studies and precedents; the importance of a cohesive message between the 
architecture of an institution and the principles of the institution it houses. In the post-apartheid South 
African context where socio-political policies have widely changed, and the role of public institutions such 
as the Judiciary and the police have been re-invented, it has become increasingly important to re-align the  
architectural message of these institutional buildings accordingly.   
Having broadly discussed the importance of the cognitive image in part one of the document, this chapter 
uses the theoretical framework established to describe the client and their requirements. Subsequently a 
brief, schedule of accommodation and conceptual design approach are discussed and formulated in 
response to the issues raised in correspondence with the primary theoretical framework of part one. 
1.2. Project Description 
 
Proposed New Regional Headquarters for South African Police Service in Kwazulu Natal in the Durban 
central precinct inclusive of a new Memorial Park for fallen officers and a police museum. 
1.3. The Notional Client 
1.3.1 The Clients Organisation 
 
The client for this project is the South African Police Service under the Ministry of Police. The specific 
client is the SAPS Kwazulu Natal Provincial division. This division controls the police within the Kwazulu 
Natal region. It oversees 183 police stations compromising 24178 sworn officers and 5578 civilian officers. 
The head of this regional division is Lieutenant- General BM Ngobeni. Funding for the project will be 
allocated by the Governments Budgetary allowance with the approval of the Minister of Police and 
National Police Commissioner. (www.saps.gov.za) 
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1.3.2 The Clients Requirements 
 
The Regional Headquarters of the South African Police Service for the Kwazulu Natal region currently 
occupies the Servamus Building in Durban central. The lease agreement for this building made news 
headlines last year with allegations of corruption being leveled at top ranking police officials such as Bheki 
Cele, the then  National Police Commissioner. According to allegations, the proper tender process was not 
followed and the relationship between property owner, Mr. Shabangu, and Cele was questioned. Hereby 
the leadership of the police was brought under scrutiny. It is believed that the lease agreement for the 
Servamus building along with another building came to the region of R1,8 billion.  
 
Figure 2 Lieutenant- General BM 
Ngobeni, Provincial Commissioner 
for KZN (source: 
www.saps.gov.za) 
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Furthermore, the building accommodation has been found to be unsuitable for the function of Provincial 
Headquarters. Security, parking and space requirements have not been adequately made provision for. The 
building is a standard modernist office block which does not suitably uphold the authority and stature of 
the police service. Furthermore, it does not provide a positive image of the police service within the minds 
of the public; it could be argued that the bland uniform façade decorated by Coca-Cola murals provides no 
engagement between the SAPS and the public. The building has a brutalist appearance and being 30 floors 
higher than the surrounding built context, is isolated and possibly contributes to a negative and disengaged 
public image of the SAPS. In light of the scrutiny surrounding the lease of the Servamus building and the 
inept nature of accommodation provided, for an institution such as the Provincial Headquarters of the 
SAPS, the client has requested the design and construction of a New Provincial Headquarters for the SAPS 
in Kwazulu Natal to act as their psychological and physical centre and to replace their leased 
accommodation at the Servamus Building. The Regional Headquarters is to provide an administrative role, 
as well as housing specialist units such as the HAWKS. Furthermore, the client has requested a memorial 
park be included on the site, as well as a Police Museum to pay homage to fallen officers and the history of 
the service. 
 
Figure 3 The Servamus Building is the current SAPS headquarters (source: Cameron Finnie) 
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 1.3.3 Detailed Client Brief 
 
The New Provincial Headquarters is to serve both the public and the police service. It is envisioned that the 
building will help redefine the public image of the SAPS. As stated in chapter 1 of part1, the SAPS have 
been used historically as a tool to enforce the unjust laws of apartheid. Furthermore, the police image has 
suffered as the media has drawn attention to apparent brutality. A building which engages and provides a 
positive image of the police is required. The building is to provide a positive working environment for the 
hierarchy of the police service, it is important that the police share a positive image of their institution. The 
building needs to inspire them to continue to do their work and to believe in their purpose. 
 
The existing electrical substation buildings on the site are to be demolished and removed from site. The 
building is to accommodate 2000 people working in the various departments throughout the administrative 
headquarters. Furthermore, the building is to engage with the public through the provision of a Police 
Memorial in honour of fallen officers. Remembering that the police put their lives on the line every day, it is 
important that homage be paid to their bravery and sacrifice. Provision is to be made for a public police 
history museum attached to a cafeteria. These public facilities will play an important part in breaking down 
the hard unapproachable image that the police currently have. This follows in accordance with efforts such 
as the National Police Day. This is a day where the South African Police Service (SAPS) remembers the 
sacrifices that the members of the SAPS have made and continue to make as they provide safety for all 
who live in South Africa. They pay special homage to the bravery shown and to those whose efforts have 
been met with death in service. The memorial park would provide a suitable venue to hold memorial events 
on such days. It will provide a place for all to give recognition to the police services efforts. It will also serve 
to bring the police and community involvement into the forefront of the public minds. 
National Police Day is held annually and all police stations will engage the families and friends of police 
and civilian employees at events arranged at the various stations. This effort aims to give recognition to 
members' families for the sacrifices they make as their sons and daughters engage in efforts to curb crime 
daily. It also serves to mobilise communities in a partnership against crime. An intensive week-long 
programme focusing on the well-being of employees, as well as improving service delivery nationwide 
follows Police Day.  (www.saps.gov.za/events/nat_polday2008.htm)  
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The most important task is to try improve the perception the public have of the police. The Police service 
has been at the forefront of negative publicity due to corruption, nepotism and brutality. As a result the 
public do not trust the very people who are meant to be keeping them safe. It is important that this 
relationship be healed so that the police and communities can work together. The negative publicity has 
been heightened by top officials such as Jackie Selebi and Bheki Cele being fired for corruption. Not only 
does this destroy the faith of the public, it also creates uncertainty within the police service as a whole. 
 
 
The following quote explains the importance of public image in the police: 
 
 “Wearing a police badge is not easy. As law enforcers, police protect the defenseless in times of crisis. 
However, the information age has made society suspicious of the uniform and what it stands for. Guns 
kill the innocent as easily as the criminal. The abuses of power by those we trust undermine institutional 
authority. Police have an uneasy presence in our society, their institution is under siege. It is this status 
that has lead to a positive public image being viewed as important as responsible action. Doing a job 
well on its own is no longer good enough, appearing to do the job well, and being willing to share the 
experience have become equally important. In this context, the space of architecture carries with it 





Figure 5 Former National Commissioner Jackie 
Selebi (source: www.timeslive.co.za) 
Figure 4. Former National Police Commissioner General 
Bheki Cele (source: http:ewn.co.za 
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Figure 7 A cartoon from the Mercury Newspaper dated Friday September 7th. This cartoon is a reference to the 
massacre at the Lonmin Mine in Marikana, where over 30 striking mine workers and several police officers were killed in 
violent clashes. This episode is the latest of many incidents where the image of the police was damaged through the media. 
The public image and perception of the police has been that of a brutal and non-performing force which is a war with 
society rather than with criminal elements. It is this perception and image that needs to be changed and architecture needs 
to form part of this solution (source: The Mercury September 7, 2012 page 7)
Figure 6 Figure 4 A cartoon depicting  making reference to the underhand dealings and corrupt behaviour practiced 
by the high ranking SAPS officials (Source: http://southafricanpoliceservicecrimes.blogspot.com) 
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Figure 8 A simple image illustrative of the public perception of the police (www.womensviewsonnews.org)  
 
Furthermore, the reputation of the police has been ruined by a history of transgressions. During apartheid 
the police were used as instruments of enforcement of a cruel and unjust government. It was often the 
police that were used to intimidate and suppress people of colour. Although South Africa is now a 
democratic and free country, the memory of those oppressive times is still fresh in many minds. As the 
police were such a prominent part of the old regime, their image is still very much tainted by the 
transgressions of their predecessors. 






Figure 9 Mid 1970s photograph of police checking 
passbooks in Johannesburg (Source: www.south-
africa-tours-and-travel.com) 
 
Figure 10 Famous photograph by Sam Nzima of the 
Soweto Uprising showing a student carrying the body 
of 12 year old Hector Pieterson, one of the first 
casualties (source: 
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The police needs to redefine their image to one where service is primary rather than force. They should be 
seen as the public defenders rather than bullies. People should have pride in the police and be grateful for 
their sacrifices rather than looking at the ineptitude of some. The envisioned public perception is one where 
the organization is seen as a transparent and accountable organization based on a mutual respect between 








Figure 12 A friendly approachable police service who has a connection with the public (source: 
http://www.kent.police.uk/join_us/pcso/pcso.html) 
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This poem named “Ambushed” by William Ernest Cox gives an indication of what the public should feel 
for the members of the SAPS who lay their lives down: 
Protect And Serve - Not Die 
My four brave buddies in BLUE 
Today the Country salutes you 
You were all an inspirational light 
Keeping your mission and zest bright 
Little did you ever know 
What seeds of evil against you could sew 
On Sunday 25th Junes 2006 you were on duty 
Little knowing what was expected of you 
To come up against the trained forced of evil 
Lead to your fate by Lucifer, the Devil 
You were outnumbered, outgunned and slain 
Like pigs going to their slaughter 
Out numbered, not once, out spirited 
You stood your ground like heroes 
You carried your cross like disciples 
You paid the supreme price with your flesh 
You have all earned a place in heaven 
While your enemy will languish in HELL!” 
(2011: Shoot to Kill: Inside A south African Police Death Squad) 
Figure 14 A proud police service who has respect for the sanctity of 
their own position as well as the public which they serve (source: 
http://ewn.co.za/2012/07/20/SAPS-needs-divine-intervention) 
Figure 13 The public should be thankful and 
respectful of the sacrifices that the SAPS 
members make and honour the memory of the 
fallen officers 
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Central Circulation / Break Away 1100
Shared Ablutions 30
Organisational Development Division 1000
Inspectorate Division 800
Corporate Communications Division 560
LEVEL 1 TOTAL 3490
LEVEL 2
Central Circulation / Break Away 1100
Shared Ablutions 30
Visible Policing Division 970
Operational Response Division 780
Protection and Securirty Division 1240
LEVEL 2 TOTAL 4120
LEVEL 3
Central Circulation / Break Away 1100
Shared Ablutions 30
Criminal Records and Crime Scene Management 970
Detective Services 780
Operational Control Centre 1240
LEVEL 3 TOTAL 4120
LEVEL 4
Central Circulation / Break Away 1270
Shared Ablutions 30
Supply Chain Division 920
Financial and Administrative Services 750
Technology Management Services 1210
LEVEL 4 TOTAL 4180
LEVEL 5
Central Circulation / Break Away 1100
Shared Ablutions 30
Personnel Management Division 900
Human resources 720
Provincial Commissioners Division 960




Parking (375 bays) 10000
Storage 1000
BASEMENT LEVEL -2 TOTAL 11000
BASEMENT LEVEL -1





Electrical Plant Room 20
Switch Room 30
Water Storage / Additional Services 220
Mechanical Plant Room 110
Water Meter Room 70
Fire Pump Room 80
Storage 165
Lift Lobby 1 30
Lift Lobby 2 30















Meetings / Seminaar Wing
Meeting/Lecture Rooms 275
Ablutions 20
Break Away/ Waiting 60
Gym Wing
Male  locker / ablutions 180
Gym 230
Female locker / ablutions 160
PODIUM LEVEL TOTAL 4050
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Offices – 23000m2 low rise standard/prestigious office accommodation @ R8000/m2 = R185 million 
Structured Parking – approx. 22000m2 parking @ R3000/m2 = R66 million 
Museum: approx. 500m2 @ R9000/m2 = R4.5 million 
 
Approx Total Budget = R255.5 million 
 




The site selection process was intrinsically linked to the objective of the study and the project, that being to 
redefine the public image of the police through architecture. In order to achieve this, the building would 
need to act as a beacon of safety / security and justice for the city and for all the surrounding police stations 
which it served. It also needed to be visually and psychologically accessible creating a connection to the 
community and as a point which defines the police as a public or civil service. 
 
As a result the site was required to be easily accessible, close to transport routes for both SAPS members 
and the public alike. Furthermore, it was required to be linked to a civic precinct. Not only is this important 
in establishing the SAPS as a service which is provided rather than a force, it also links to the next 
requirement of legibility. Placing the new headquarters in a prominent position within a civic precinct will 
enable the institution to be easily orientated within the urban environment. Furthermore, placing the 
headquarters within a judicial complex or police compound may be beneficial to creating a well orientated 
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2.2. SITE SELECTION AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
2.2.1. Option E 
 
 
Figure 15 Image showing position of Site option E (source: author) 
•  
• Stalwart Simelane / Florence Nzama  Street (15000sqm) 
• PRO’S: 
       1. Very prominent site 
       2. Can act as entrance beacon to city 
       3. Easily accessible 
       4. Close to train station 
       5. Close to municipal precinct and institutions such as UNISA 
• CON’S: 
       1. High speed traffic on both sides, may be isolated.  
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Figure 16 Image showing Site option E along Florence Nzama Street (source: Google earth) 
2.2.2. Option H 
 
Figure 17 Image showing position of Site option H (source: author) 
 
• OPTION H: Bhejane Street (Bridge City) (Bridge City) SIZE: 6500m2 
• PRO’S: 
       1. Opportunity to provide service to previously marginalised community 
       2. Acts as the 2nd gateway to the civic precinct 
       3. Close to transport routes 
       4. Visually prominent site 
CON’S:  
Isolated from the city centre and central stations 
Site may be too small 
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2.2.3 Selected Site 
 
The selected site was Option E on Stalwart Simelane Street and Florence Nzama Street. The site was 
chosen for its close relationship to the existing Durban Magistrates Court and the Durban Central Police 
Station to the north. This site allowed the possibility of the creation of a judicial precinct. Furthermore the 
close link to the Durban train station allows for easy access. The municipal complex and Metro police 
headquarters to the west also make this site highly appropriate as it falls into an existing precinct. The 
surrounding buildings are also institutional in nature such as the SABC, UNISA and various banking 
headquarters, this typology will suit the new SAPS headquarters. 
 





The address is 250 Stalwart Simelane Street. The site is located in Durban, Kwazulu Natal in South Africa. 
The site is located just north of the CBD between 2 main roads being Stalwart Simelane Street (leaving the 
city) and Florence Nzama Street (entering the city). 
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Figure 19 The site compromises 2 municipal land parcels A and B (Source: Author) 
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2.3.2. Description of Existing Site Conditions 
 
Site A is currently used as a municipal storage yard whilst site B is the existing old fort substation. The 
prominence of this, site at an entry point to the city, makes these existing uses inappropriate. The site is also 
essentially flat. The current zoning is General Business although it is currently used as municipal land. The 
land will need to be zoned as institutional as per surrounding buildings. 
Site Area: Site A= 5000m2, Site B= 9300m2, TOTAL=14300m2 
F.A.R:  8 
Coverage: N/A 
Building Lines: 4.5m from vehicular centre line (side and rear not applicable) 
Height Restrictions: 59 deg angle from opposite side of street or 110m with a setback of 5m at every vertical 
15m. 
 
Figure 20 Site A municipal storage (source: author) 
 
Figure 21 Site B is the existing old fort substation which is to be relocated (source: author) 
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2.4. SITE ANALYSIS 
2.4.1 Zoning 
 
Figure 22 Site in relation to business district (source: author) 
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Figure 23 Site in relation to Entertainment zones such as the ICC, sentrum, and Suncoast (source: author) 
 
Figure 24 The site is located centrally to transport nodes (rail and bus station to the west and taxi ranks to the south) 
(source: author) 
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Figure 25 Site in relation to light industrial zones (source: author) 
 
Figure 26 Site is located over the road from Hoyt park to the east, a park that may be used for police activities and team 
building (source: author) 
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Figure 27 The municipal zone to the west and the court and police zones to the north (source: author) 
 
Figure 28  Residential zoning (source: author) 
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Figure 29 Banking and institutional zones including banking headquarters, the SABC and UNISA (source: author) 
 
Figure 30 Institutional buildings surrounding the site (source: author) 
 
The site is located within an institutional zone housing the SABC, UNISA as well as various other Banking 
Headquarters. This makes it an appropriate site for a Police Headquarters. Furthermore, the close proximity 
to the municipal precinct as well as the existing judicial precinct means that this building will further 
establish this area as a clearly identifiable node. 
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2.4.2 Movement Routes 
 
Figure 31. Main vehicular routes at a macro scale. Site is situated on Stalwart Simelane and Florence Nzama Rds; it is 
easily accessible and highly prominent along these priority routes. (Source: author) 
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Figure 32 Micro Vehicular Traffic analysis. High volume, high speed traffic along Florence Nzama and Stalwart Simelane 
isolate the site however they do provide easy access to the city and outbound routes. (source: author) 
 
Figure 33 High speed traffic along Florence Nzama Street creates a pedestrian unfriendly hard edge (source: author) 
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Figure 34 Pedestrian routes, pedestrians walk from the city centre to the train station along stalwart Simelane Rd and 
Kingsmead Way as well as from the beach to the station (source: author) 
 
Figure 35 Pedestrian / vehicular conflict along Stalwart Simelane, there is a need for crossings and traffic calming 
(source: author) 
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The high speed traffic on both edges of the site has resulted in dangerous encounters between pedestrians 
and cars. No Crossings have been provided and the site has been isolated as a result: Traffic calming and 
robots are required 
Figure 36 friendly route through Kingsmead Way 
which links directly to the proposed site (source: 
author) 
Figure 37 The current pedestrian route through the 
site (source: author) 
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2.4.3 Block Sizes 
 
Figure 38 The large block sizes immediately surrounding the site give the precinct a low walkability and add to the vehicle 
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Figure 39 Hoyt Park, highlighted in green, provides a physical BARRIER to pedestrian circulation as it is fenced off with 
no thoroughfare. Furthermore, the park breaks the link to the ocean, the ocean is a key prim ORIENTATING element 
within Durban, and linking back to the ocean would aid LEGIBILITY and prominence of the site (source: author) 
2.4.4 Building Heights 
 
Figure 40 The surrounding buildings are approximately 5 levels high, the new headquarters will have to be at least this 
high in part to achieve prominence (source: author) 
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2.4.5 Edge Quality 
 
Figure 41 The precinct is dominated by hard / harsh and unwelcoming edges. This has resulted in very little street activity 
and island like and isolated blocks. To soften the edges both hard and soft landscaping will be required. (source: author) 
 
2.4.6 Existing Police Entities 
 
 
Figure 42 Map showing the central location of the proposed site for the headquarters in relation to the existing satellite 
police stations (source: author) 
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The existing satellite police stations within the Durban Central precinct are generally housed within existing 
buildings including old industrial warehouses and residential looking buildings. This is inappropriate for an 
important institution such as the SAPS as it does not create a positive or impressive image of the police. 
Furthermore the public would surely not feel comfortable entering such buildings and the officers working 
in such buildings will feel demoralized and the importance of their task will be lost. As such it is important 
that the new regional headquarters provide a central point around which the Durban SAPS can congregate 









Figure 44 Pine Street Satellite police station (source: 
author) 
 
Figure 43 Yusuf Dadoo Street satellite station (source: 
author) 
Figure 45 Victoria Park Metro police station 
 
Figure 46 Point Rd satellite station (source: author) 
 
Figure 47CR Swart Durban Central Police 
Station (source: author) 
Figure 48 Metro Police Headquarters (source: author) 
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CHAPTER 3 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND RESOLUTION 
3.1. CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL ISSUES 
3.1.1 Urban Design Concept Development 
 
Figure 49 Visual connection to the Moses Mabhida Stadium: INSPIRATION (source: author) 
 
Figure 50 AXIS along Kingsmead way can reconnect with axis towards beach front giving PROMINENCE to the 
building. Extension of pedestrian friendly route from station to beachfront.  (source: author) 
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Figure 51Visual connection to Durban Magistrates Court: Respect the relationship between the 2. (source: author) 
 
 
Figure 52Visual connection and close proximity to city. Remind the police of the society they SERVE: INSPIRATION 
 (source: author)  
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Figure 53 The new site is clearly visually separated from the existing Magistrates Court by Stalwart Simelane Street. This 
gives clarity of the autonomy of each institution. However, they are linked in the same judicial precinct so there working 
relation is respected. (source: author) 
 
 
Figure 54 The close connection to the park creates an opportunity for pleasant calming views over the greenery. It also 
provides an opportunity for use as parade grounds and team building exercises such as Police Sports teams. (source: 
author) 
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Figure 55 The site provides an excellent opportunity to establish the headquarters as a prominent landmark marking the 
entrance to the city. Furthermore, it provides an opportunity to establish the SAPS within the hearts and minds of the 
public. (source: author) 
 
 
Urban Design Concept: 
 
-  Judicial Precinct to include separate Hawks building and Prosecutors building. The physical and visual 
separation of entities is important to ensure their roles and independence are clearly defined. The 
prosecutors need to be independent of the judges and the Hawks and internal investigations need to be 
independent of the SAPS Headquarters. 
- Regeneration of pedestrian friendly edges. 
-  Recreation of the previously cut off axis from beach through Hoyt Park and the site towards the station. 
This will give prominence to the site. 
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3.1.2 Architectural Precedents Studies 
 
3.1.2.1 Carrum Downs Community Police Station 
 
 
The perforated yellow brick tower at the public entrance to this 
community police station acts as an abstract billboard clearly 
identifying the police station in its context (Walker 2011: 84). At night 
the effect of a beacon of light and safety is emphasized as the light 
filters through the brickwork. This gives a simple yet powerful image 








3.1.2.2 Gauteng Provincial Headquarters for SAPS 
ARC Architects 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
 
 
Figure 57 The elevation of the building gives no indication of the stature of the institution it houses (source Gauteng 
Provincial Headquarters for SAPS. 2004: 74) 
Figure 56 Perforated screen tower becomes a beacon of 
light and also hints at a feeling of transparency (source: 
Walker 2011:  84) 
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The Gauteng Provincial Headquarters was 
sited within the boundaries of the inner city. 
By citing the building within the inner city, 
it was easily accessible to commuters and 
furthermore it aimed to increase the safety 
of the entire precinct by providing a 
physical and psychological presence of law 
enforcement. The 13000m2 building is 
composed of mainly cellular office offices, 
with 200 parking bays for state vehicles in a 
naturally ventilated semi-basement, staff vehicles were excluded. The 3 floors above the basement are laid 
out in a figure of 8 shape. The building depth is 11.5m allowing for natural ventilation. (Gauteng Provincial 
Headquarters for SAPS 2004: 75) 
 
The overall arrangement naturally allowed for internal 
planted courtyards which are used as entertainment 
areas, pause spaces and break away spaces for training 
rooms. Furthermore, 2 bar areas were included, 1 for 
commissioned, and another for non-commissioned 
officers. Considered important in the design of this 
facility was the centralization of services and a flexible 
layout, both of which will allow for the easy 









Figure 59 The internalized courtyard (source Gauteng 
Provincial Headquarters for SAPS. 2004: 76) 
Figure 58 The facebrick façade of the SAPS headquarters (source 
Gauteng Provincial Headquarters for SAPS. 2004: 75) 
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Figure 60 The small amount of artwork and the single police emblem is not enough to express that the building houses the 
police (source Gauteng Provincial Headquarters for SAPS. 2004: 76) 
 
The design of the building is a bland face brick Tuscan-esque office block with a simple hipped roof placed 
on top. This building could essentially serve any business and could be sited in any office park. The only 
element identifying it as a police Headquarters is the police emblem at the entrance. As such the building 
fails to provide that physical and psychological presence of law enforcement in the minds of the public. The 
building has not created a powerful enough image within the minds of the community to successfully 
capture the ideals of a competent, powerful and trustworthy police force, in fact, it could be argued that this 
building describes the police as a simple business. Furthermore, the building seems disconnected from the 
urban fabric, engaging with a green field rather than the city, further removing itself from the mental image 
of the urban fabric with the minds of the people. 
 
The only element within the building which has attempted to create an identity for the building is the 
decorated entrance wall. A local artist turned the entrance wall into an artwork of mosaics and pigmented 
cement attempting to create a “rich African experience”. This attempt seems like an afterthought and in the 
context of the entire building seems inappropriate. 
In considering the role of the Regional Headquarters in housing the top police officials and being a 
psychological centre for the police of region, it is questionable whether this standard office block serves to 
inspire its constituents. This building fails to create a place where police officers aspire to be or a place 
which inspires pride in the service they provide. 
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3.1.2.3 Ontario Provincial Police HQ 
Dunlop Farrow Architects & W.M Salter and Associates 
Orillia, Ontario, Canada 
 
Figure 61 The transparent façade the public are greeted with (source Kapelos 1996: 21). 
 
The architects of the Ontario Provincial Police HQ decided to engage with issue of the image of police and 
the reality of authority, and noted the importance of image and appearance where authority is under 
scrutiny (Kapelos 1996: 18). The architects were asked in their brief to create an image of a caring and 
responsive police, where the public are able to see how they operate. On the other hand they were asked to 
create a secure and private place where the police were able to do their work unhindered. Kapelos described 
it as “simultaneously physically secure while psychologically open… a metaphor for police in this age” 
(Kapelos 1996: 18). 
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In planning the building, a public interior walkway is provided along the length of the building linking 
public functions. Furthermore, this walkway provides visual glimpses for the public of the actual police 
workings of the building. This gives the appearances of connectedness to the public giving insight into the 
soul of the police (Kapelos 1996: 21). The public walk along the walkway and are able to look into the 
separate secure atria within the office blocks, but little important activity is visible, most police circulate 
along separate corridors parallel to the atria. This is a criticism of the design, it would possibly be more 
appropriate to see more of the police activity. It is important that the notion of the suggestion of openness 
yet denying it should not highlight a disconnection between police and public. 
 
Along the public promenade are auditoria, a souvenir shop, a police museum and a cafeteria. The museum 
gives the story of the Ontario Police through the use of simple displays. The atmosphere is cold and hard, 
much like evidence, here respect is paid to the severity and importance of the role the police play. The 
museum does not however idolize the police service, instruments of torture, weapons and archival photos 
give a true account of the somberness of their history. By the police opening these artifacts to public 
scrutiny, it is making itself accountable. 
Figure 63 The light and transparent vertical circulation shafts which allow 
the public to see the police members moving within the building (source 
Kapelos 1996: 22). 
Figure 62 The public walkway (source 
Kapelos 1996: 23). 
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 Throughout the building the careful line between authority and openness is straddled and careful control of 
the image, access and appearance are kept. Somewhat symbolically the cafeteria is the point where the 
divisions are completely swept aside. It is at the cafeteria where the public and the police, served and 
servant can eat side by side sharing common views. (Kapelos 1996: 25). The building has made a start in 
engaging the notion of public scrutiny of public offices which is important in a democratic country. The 
task of merging the security requirements of the police and this ideal of openness has been achieved in an 
interesting way through this building.  
 
The form of the building makes use of large glazed atria as well as a glazed walkway which make the 
building permeable to the eye. The angled protruding skylights furthermore link to the notion of the beacon 
of safety. Furthermore, the architects have broken down the building into separately roofed elements which 
breaks down the normally monumental and imposing scale of these types of buildings. The public walkway 
also diminishes the scale of the building as seen from the outside. The architects moved away from the 
image of the existing Toronto Headquarters which has a bright blue cupola and shiny granite veneer which 
gives the message of authority without compassion. As such the Ontario Police Headquarters is a positive 
gesture less obsessed with symbols of power, but rather a desire to change (Kapelos 1996: 25). 
 
Figure 64 The police museum (source Kapelos 1996: 25). 
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3.1.2.4 Police Memorial Building: Jacksonville Police Headquarters 
William Morgan Architects  
Jacksonville, Florida, USA 
Urban landscaping makes the civil service which is the police, a civil amenity such as a public park. This 
softens the public image of the police and forces engagement with the public on a physical and 
psychological level. The Police Memorial Building in Jacksonville maintains a secure environment whilst 
still allowing public permeability. 
 
Figure 66 View Of public landscaped pathway over the police headquarters (source: Breaking Down the Battlements: 
Jacksonville’s New Police Headquarters. 1978: 117) 
 
Figure 67 Aerial view showing landscaped roof headquarters (source: Breaking Down the Battlements: Jacksonville’s 
New Police Headquarters. 1978: 117) 
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3.1.2.5 Minneapolis Police Headquarters  
Julie Snow Architects  
Lyndale, Minneapolis, USA 
The brief for this project was to design a building 
of contradictions, to open a traditionally closed 
building to the public whilst maintaining the 
required levels of security. The building aims to 
accommodate community policing and 
community functions within the traditional station 
house in order to foster an increased positive 
police presence within the community.  To clearly 
identify public from private or secure zones within 
the building, 2 distinct volumes have been created. 
A double height glazed pavilion houses the 
community room, whilst a rectangular more solid appearing brick structure contains the police functions. 
The community room is visually accessible to the urban context and provides a strong connection to the 
community and street. The building was required to not be a fortress yet it still needed to be a defensible 
space for police operations. To find this balance, the architect simply raised the whole building, including 
the surrounding platform on to a plinth. This plinth elevates the police station giving it stature; however, it 
also provides a psychological and physical separation to protect against being crashed into during a 
vehicular attack.  
 
Figure 69 the building is set on a podium for security and prominence (source: Keegan 1998: 83)
Figure 68 Fully glazed community meeting room overlooking 
the street and inviting the public to engage (source: Keegan 
1998: 83) 
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3.1.2.6 Hollenbeck Police Station  
AC Martin Architects  
Los Angeles, USA 
In an effort to convey a more welcoming presence and foster better relationships with the community, the 
architect made the glass façade the prominent feature of the new police station.  The glass facades give the 
notion of transparency and accountability during the day yet also act as a lantern at night echoing the 
notion of a beacon of safety and increasing the stations presence after dark. The image of light and good 
and dark and evil are prominent in this design. Furthermore, rather than a single solid mass, the screens 




Although the glazed façade may appear to leave the building as a security risk to the police, the detailing of 
the façade has overcome that problem. As indicated in the section above, bullet proof glass has been used 
as cladding, ensuring the building appears open yet is still physically secure.  
 
 
Figure 70 Façade detail (source: 
Berg 2009: 62) 
Figure 71 The broken façade (source: Berg 2009: 62) 
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3.1.2.7 New South Wales State Police Headquarters 
Bates Smart Architects  
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia 






The brief for the NSW Police Headquarters was to create a 
polished corporate image for police. The objective was to show 
that government agencies are meant to function as highly efficient, 
well managed organizations where accountability and performance 
are meant to match those of the private sector, and as such the 
architecture of their workplace should reflect that (Goad 2004: 62) 
 
In this example the architect wanted a governmental building to be 
an example of how a commercial building might be planned where 
the image of governance is redefined as a carefully negotiated  
measure of civic authority (Goad 2004: 62). The building’s design 
makes use of two tower blocks using a rational method of office 
design to set sizes etc, furthermore, the rational design is linked by 
a central core. The design is centered on efficiency. (Goad 2004: 
62) 
Figure 74 Massive round columns give the image of strength and stability (source: Goad 2004:65) 
Figure 72 The clean crisp glazed façade gives an 
efficient corporate image (source: Goad 2004:62) 
Figure 73 The screen façade on ground 
floor gives the feeling of being inside the 
building even when not (source: Goad 
2004:62) 
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At ground floor the towers are linked by a podium level defined by its glazed entrance screen which was 
inspired as an abstraction of the patterns created by DNA detection devices. At ground floor the grand 
monumental columns provide the notion of authority and grandeur of the police. Internally the ground 
floor provides a massive double story volume which houses press briefing rooms and a crèche at ground 
level and staff lobby, gymnasium, seminar rooms and a restaurant on the mezzanine, all of which are visible 
from the ground floor. The interior of the building makes use of bright and warm finishes such as the 
travertine floors, pendent light fittings and soft couches to soften the uniform nature of the aluminium 
curtain walling systems that can be associated with office buildings. The heavy double barrel revolving 
doors and steel frame surrounding the podium level act as bomb protection for the building. It is evident 
that security is a high concern for these buildings. The exterior of the podium level also houses a police 
memorial and reflecting pool for fallen officers. (Goad 2004:68) 
 
Figure 75 The warm, bright and high quality finishes which give the employees a sense of pride (source: Goad 2004:64) 
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Figure 76 Schematic Plans (source: Goad 2004:66) 
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Figure 78 Section (source: Goad 2004:67) 
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3.1.2.8 Australian National Police Memorial 
Liam Proberts Architects  
Canberra, ACT, Australia 
 
 




Figure 80 Simple low lying structures are very effective in the use of memorial walls in a park environment. The walls do 
not provide a visual barrier (source: http://www.uap.com.au/art/civic/australian-police-memorial) 
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3.1.2.9 LAPD Motor Transport Division and Main Street Parking  
John Friedman Alice Kimm Architects  
Los Angeles, California, USA 
 
 
Figure 81 The stainless steel mesh allows an ever-changing façade which appears to glow at night. It also gives the 
building an interesting play on transparency (source: www.archdaily.com/139804/lapd-mtd-msp-john-friedman-alice-
kimm-architects) 
 
Figure 82 The detached screen allows people to move within the building without actually being within the building 
(source: www.archdaily.com/139804/lapd-mtd-msp-john-friedman-alice-kimm-architects) 
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3.1.2.10 Fuencarral-El Pardo Police Station  
Pablo Rodriguez Mesa  







Figure 84 The mesh screen allow light in and views out but provide a 
partial visual barrier to the outside which is required for secure spaces like 
the police (source: http://www.archdaily.com/255186/fuencarral-el-
pardo-police-station-voluar-arquitectura) 
Figure 83 The building has been set back 
from the boundary providing a security 
barrier and also allowing a pleasant urban 
landscape to be created which will engage 





Figure 85 The light shines through the mesh at night v=creating a beacon of 
light and a symbol of safety (source: 
http://www.archdaily.com/255186/fuencarral-el-pardo-police-station-voluar-
arquitectura) 
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3.1.3 Architectural Design Concept Development 
 
  
Figure 86 CONTINUATION OF AXIS (source: author) 
 
 




Figure 88 BREAKING UP THE LARGE BLOCK (SCALE): North facing Blocks allow more light and provide 
pleasant private spaces for the police "community (source: author) 
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Figure 89 STEP THE EDGE BACK TO ALLOW PERMEABILITY INTO THE SITE (source: author) 
 
 
Figure 90 CONCEPTUAL PLAN (source: author) 
 
SECURITY VS APPROACHABILITY 
The police rely heavily on the support of the public and a good working relationship is essential in the day 
to day work of the police. However, relations have been strained with the public and an effort engage with 
the public is required. Rather than creating an image of an aloof and completely authoritative institution, the 
public need to feel as though they have some part to play in the institution. Furthermore, transparency and 
permeability are key to giving the perception of an accountable and well run institution. The security 
concerns of the building make it impractical to completely open the building to the public.  
 
Figure 91 SECURITY VS APPROACHABILITY (source: author) 
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The western facade facing onto Stalwart Simelane has the most foot traffic, to allow the public to feel as 
though they are welcome "within" the building; the hard facade of the building has been set back with a 
screen element projecting out over the pedestrianised walkway. By doing this the public are involved with 
the institution rather than completely isolated. 
 
 




The eastern facade along Florence Nzama Street is much quieter as it faces onto Hoyt Park. On this 
elevation, the public are confronted by a series of hard concrete facades separated by private treed 
courtyards which are set up on the podium level. This highlights the permeability and accessibility through 
the open courtyards in a visual manner, in vast contrast to the hard surfaces of the building which are 
indicative of the old police image. 
 
Figure 93Solid vs. void and transparent vs. solid edge (source: author) 
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Figure 94 sketch showing how the spine wall indicates security but also shows permeability and increased transparency as 
it is perforated (source: author) 
 
The use of solid fingers reaching out to the public acts in contrast to the open courtyards overlooked by all 
the accommodation. This allows people walking by to feel the solid presence of the police whilst still being 
able to see the SAPS members going about their business above the courtyards. 
 
 
Figure 95  The eastern façade plan. (source: author) 
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The west façade consists of steel mesh screens which wrap around the curved façade. This allows differing 
amounts of transparency to the building depending on how close or at what angle the person is. 
Furthermore the screens are staggered allowing the passerby the feeling that they have filtered within the 
building without having caused a security breach 
 
Figure 96 The west façade (source: author) 
 
SURVELLANCE 
Surveillance is an important part of securing neighbourhoods and an integral element within policing. The 
commissioner’s office will overlook the precinct from the most prominent part of the building. The main 
glass façade off the atrium space has glass that seems to move past the floors, walls and roofs. This is an 
attempt to reach out to the public. Furthermore, the tilted façade hints at a building surveying its 
surroundings and keeping the neighbourhood safe 
 
 
 Figure 98 The main atrium glass 
façade (source: author 
Figure 97  Surveillance and verticality at north and south ends 
(source: author 
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FORCE VS SERVICE & AUTHORITY VS PARTICIPATION 
Hard vertical concrete elements are juxtaposed to “transparent” light screen elements to highlight issues of 
force, service, authority and participation. 
 
Figure 99Conceptual elevation showing hard vs. permeable (source: author) 
 
The importance of a podium: The creation of a podium level upon which the rest of the building sits is to 
give the building a sense of power, integrity and authority, a status which the police needs to protect and 
enhance.  Furthermore, the podium acts as a security buffer for the SAPS, being a high priority building 









Figure 100 The podium gives prominence (source: author) Figure 101The podium provides a security buffer 
(source: author)  
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The courtyards allow for well lit and ventilated office blocks 
 
 
Figure 102 Conceptual longitudinal section. 
 
PRIVATE OUTDOOR SPACES FOR THE POLICE 
It is important that the police have a pleasant working environment that promotes pride and reaffirms the 
importance of the work they do. 
 
 
Figure 103 Conceptual cross section (source: author) 
 
 
ORDERED POLICE STRUCTURE VS NATURAL SOCIETY 
 
The building aims in part to express the structured nature of the police, based on linear rank and order. This 
is in contrast to the more disorganised and curvilear nature of the public society. Furthermore, the meeting 
of these 2 vastly different worlds will be expressed in the meeting of the 2 forms, the curve meeting the 
square is by nature a conflict and this is expressed via a gap. 
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Figure 104 Nature of society vs. order of structure of police 
(source: author) 
Figure 105 The conflict between society 
and the structure of police (source: author) 
Figure 106 the vertical landmark and beacon (source: 
author) 
Figure 107Conceptual elevation (source:author 
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3.2 FINAL DESIGN PROPOSAL 
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'Tt' 'ou; "'IO.t .r.•)Uic ,g 'lt• ear.r.JI ~• t-tt.w.lr'l a•Jlh«1•yar'ld <o~411'ln•n • wac: -' .wr~c.art"uu eor11'-)lc•t-.. ln'..,.. ac~s.aM~~..aran~-k•;:ot ::>one-.-.tJa•. s~M!X>Ik:af! lhecftbt'~ ls t-..I)Oin-"''h«• tn. c •..tc:lM ar•~••~; s.~t as oje . lt ls ltt"t& Ca»bt'~ ·NI'- IMput:6:: 
B'tfl lhil t:....,.. ' "'"'""'"'''1 ""'m 'W crw1.,...t - ~·,. f.lrl<t <;IJ,.,..,fl ~..,..,..,.., ~ ,.,._ rK" "'*"" 1Q&5 251 TOO ~*' " ltlf.nnOO B ~J.,... 'l "'lfi 'lOit" l lr.. ,..,...., rt roo~::,,., ,.., .,.irw ol f'llhlc ...-rr- ·- ·.ll ~ lmpnr+rmt .. n <lo>·n•ll'~'l<: ""'·"'"o' TIW\ I..,. <ol rfll'lfJJir~l 1t""' ~_.dtrt't' ""l'lir<'lfl-lf1 nl!'wl 
~ar-:l ltt lst:~M ool c~neutrubM"tac~ w:•-:1 "111'1 "'t-ltr'IQ "'' J' I"'oo..~.r..sbtJ~::l ng 
lle lofT ot .r.o I)Uio:, -,g T..,~,. u~e'Aiw~ ....,:..., "'lrll ·~ ·- .n .. .,..~...:!wah·•:.· . ..,.. ""' Mllk9 .r.9 btJI~ f"'!il :.e"""'~" lte ~:.~. ThE-•ngko pror.r.rir ~ tk~"Qt'oh 1..ro..-.e·9 11Nc lo ll\e ~01'1 ot ll\e t.e""Of'l Ql..,k l). " .M'Ihe·more . the ..,,..,~~ No·..., br~«<n ~· .. II\~ f:..>llok~ lrt<> 
~·'lf"''"ol~ mi'tll>.1 """''"""""' ... t ur;t tl 'fo;l <R o'ln.wl I tA tlo'M'lll:tl) f"'f Ml rlf"'t'ttl'al i'lfl.1 "''tf'"tt'·• l() ~..-.~1"' l'tll rt . ........ IJr-• ,-~ t:r~'J(It' Tllot poot~ '""'1 ,.,., 'f'/ ,'\li;>"> dOI_,uW W. dWt f.i'.W d i 'Wt l'tu.Cr!Oil(l ;1<>; Prftll f•,..n TWt r.olt' ,"tA. Thot lfl'.hl' f!{;ff, f"'o'.--: llJoiB'f i':irrl 1t1i! •n :t:)A iffhA t't:O FJ• I( T .... <.-tllll 
H<s-lrllt•,.....Arr ~. "llrJr hror n lltl(111 ~ ., ., .. noln n r•1 <;htol't' fl,,......., .,,..._, ·- ·.h r1r • ..,.. ft""' ~·"''If."' n• "''' !nr"" ........... 1 ~·nr~:•""'' AA f.oll'#' ltlA o n·ooo l>'nh<'a> 1-!<t.'IC•l'"' """""' ~ rx...,.,tlfl.., JJ""''".,. ~ n!'a<......,.,.h, It ,.,...lf...., ol rx>•o:i'lf', tl .ll m·1- n ,.,.,_., lin r;t .,..,, ,. ~~ 'f'"'<Y. 11/",jti :1:>) 
n-~ 3iJUiool>nOj Prc·.Toi.ll ~.J.Yll!i-~ "''a"' l. it8o:h; lt , ln. b<::IJI'l~.viu ol ll'l• ir--cit; , b)o· 
U N'>Il :il' t't b~lrtinfl w. !t ~ It"" fi- rJ>, , ~ ¥>.Y o'<l <>;io, ;'lf>l'.t'!Motlt't ha."Mrurul'...no :l"IO:I ~H'II>'II'tOOM 
• 11.mM t~ lro crl'n~ Itt~ ~afaly of 'f'o entre pra'*-::t t.·t ..,C'•*' -,g " :>l'l~ :>lc 111 ... ~ f<~'el'loote,;rrlc..! 
p·eun~ory·,.,.¥~~or-:.mtnt. Tl'le 1~00Cm2: 1: JU'*"; 61(~W~ c· rtu~ry~larc"'c• 
ollior:~ .... .... h:lOO ~irl t:""' ~ 'nr ..a. .... vftlwc- ., .. ,.,.,., 11'3fto,' 'lf'~ 11100 ""'"'tz-l~.Kt-!,f;'~'l 
~o!ol'rlelrM ,.,.r..~(luM~ TM~n.x·s ~;11ttt ~wmuta·eta~c OLtln a "'.x. « e sl'lll~•· 
Tl c~; · l!,l dq.rlh ~ ' 1 .6t" ••••tLg l :~~ o ot: ll. · ljj "'-" IJI,~·· ·:~""-"lli ~'<o,.W "'kx .kjo..<t~ 1o.:r; 
a t.\I"!> ZON: ' e• 
Tt <> ,,.., ....... ..... ......,...,_ , 'lrlllow-..,· ...._,.-~ ~ ... ,-....,~'llr lanr..rl o.-.'""'...,.,..,. ... "Wlh ""' •• ..,<t ror 
•'li~W·U'li ii'US ~~·· ~~~ ane b-... ~ ~·"' '1 ~ae•s f~I'W "19 ' OC.'I'S. Fur1'1~r., 
:< ~ar .-us ..,..,,.. 1r1ckieM, I lot c,......Jk.n6CI. .aM ane'lter ~r I'K>fl-<::ornmlulorM ollk•rt 
Curo..U.. ·uc ""l'l" ur~ iii i 'IIJ iJ<:c.;U'o c l j'"' 1,.,;n·,· 'ftl:.l Llo.> <1lrt.J otlit.ol:JOo '$ ~<Jiviu~~ .. ld., 
lle~ bte lii)~Jt.bott1 ol ·....,ich ·MII alo.'llorlh8ea1;' roor~ zalioneno:l :li'I'Hiz 'l!;l c' 
~·~T~~. 
TJ-::~'>7Jd lhc tw.lll..,~ 15ti blri': 'ld '<r~Moi:: Tuo:.iW\.¢':.~LI:: oii:OO bleok ,~'lfi~T pic 
~ ~ r ool p .ce~ ·)fl ~p. This tii.J~::l r1g C<l~ U :t«otilolly !M'f',re arr·,· br.ilineu •~ 001.1'd :~e 
""Xli "tiOI '!' vfi :><.: IJI.II . 11 10.< '-"11'1• r,;lt ·o u•or.:<.:l. I)'~1!Jlt>:;l! p;Jiovi,; Hvull>.f>.IIII~S IS II IO.< J,~.>IoJ~ .,.:li8m att"t&tt'tlranc• . As sxh It• t-*i~ 1m t~ :li'O'M • II'Iat pl\1s le.al ar~ ~&)'~tlcQOk:ltl 
p·o&or;""'* or ~;,;.., ilf1ikK:MtNI"oi ..-, ft·.w mir;;;t. 4 :1h" pui:.I>C. Tho. OOit: -.g ._ r :.t crwa:o~o:l a 
~·erf\1 tnOI.'iJh Tll?f w;f' , lhe "*'~' .;of tt,e o~mm!Xlil',r t.;o ,~x~nf.ll'jcopi'Urt lhe lc-eW, 
o:la cc.1':leltlll. pc-lt't1'JI •ndt·on;,\OCJI1'ypolloe loroe. ln -.c. , •OQI.d t-e w;IJf~ lhll ltils 
I ..Oiir 1 o lo · :~ ooiK ''' I• ; , . ... , ' -"'• 11 ~~o .;h ; rM "'"""-~ Fo~h:rro••" 1•• : ~-·~•itr• J :~v~o ; 
C..;u:to•·uuiul h.Jfl!l'ou urt:•llh ·J, ~11!Jt"J1119 wtllo .. ""''" 1<..-t.i ' "'' ""' 6 · «~ o lhl: <.il·,· lur ~ "' 
remtt~<~ il.ll .. lro't1 1he rwn·.iil n~· of ""' 1.1rt.., fllbr ~\OWl th• T 'ld• ..-:1 tw pe~~!•. 
n-e :lMo eE~nl ~. ·it n tt.s t:uild~ ~.hie, '1113 altamp&ec b :xe Me ., idenlo:v lor 1'1& bi.Jii::II1Jl 
11 11'1• ~.ce-r~ ... .,..,.., • . .,. . .A. Ioeal Mlht'lJ'""'~ ltot •"'t·ar,_ ..,..,.~ lrto 11 ,.,.~'1101'< e' rnr:o..ac o 
;J.'Id PI!Oime n·..ed OEoll'tf'll ;J.n~ IQ Ofoc.e&Ot ' rt;: o."kkc.:or re~pt-·IOI· :.rra' Thi~ <lt!E'1'pt .~mo> 
Iii< .. ..,-, .'lflit<l ....... 'Jill B'tfl tro ft" .. ....,,.ftd ,>f IIW\ .. lliffl tlt lll<1i'lfj ~_,_, ·~'lf'l':mjlrt"""' 
ln c!:m OOI'r ~ lhcr :M OII Itle RogicneJ ~c.illdc .artei'J 'lhor.rsin!;the t~poliOEt ot'ir: li5 111'.d 
~ • ps)cltolc~ .-;.«'nlrl' lor lhe pehoe of ·•" il i!t :;l.ont:>n!!'*> '...t.e'JI«ho >tMo::l.-::1 
dlil'~ t :.r:k r<._.-. 11.~ 11'>.(>01',. If: c.r oflf.l ll..fofrtf" TII1R b11~rl"1iiJ 'a~" rr. r.Ma·~ a pt.'lf:fl .~"""""' JXIIINI 
c.flir.l!rr ~'(Ill! lo IIF or ~ ;:1,.,., .~hir.h onr""'~ ~-;n,; ., I 'lA ' ·""' ""IIYI¥ :Yf',...,.,. 
The t·ief k>lrtW. prajoec;...,·x ro lier.igrllbl. ~ofronlradio:tioos., Jo~8f1a ::n:icna.iyclc,..::l :lUilc-.gto ltle pj. :llic 
" t HI..A ""' '"• • •i! t·u ruqr..~ll ... -,·~+~ ul ,..,s;urol} ~ . .., lA. JH 'Ii ,.·,.; lu.........,., ., ..,o.Jo ilru <111'r~rMIItil'~ ~·'~< · <111'r~uurtil·1· 
f.JOC:IeM w'it'lr lhe t ·ac llo'\al !ltlltoo houu lr ord« to feU« an lncre 11eod ar-:1 ~ot't;e poke f:>'eset1Ce • ..t'lin me 
G:mmJlil)o·. To G..ar'f 'iotrlit,- po..:W. 'ranprivakt : r .... :::t.Jr8 Z:Il8L ·~tto ... Ot&-.g. 2 ctiolir;;t~mu l'l.:l ·..., t_. 
Cfeiile~;.. ~O'.I.lle tre.~I\J!<I~eod ::~a.,.11Joo ~usu lhe connt.Jni:yroom. ~.hht a ~et•'l9'- ll" m«e sot:~ ~::~et·~ brei< 
~truot .... -:~ oo11il 1(. \ )6 ~  f'UnCIIOrS. Tt·~ IXIIlTtli.J" ty 1 :10111 110 ~ '>till:tj OOJ~Y...r:;Jtl!6 tc ()6\li'OOf' QJill<tlltand (I('( ..,;Its Q 
o.lt UI1!J I..<JI •· oo.:oi·~o b lti~ llUI I.T ... titf <OIIC:!'IflU 
The tl.Midir"~ W"n M:oliad lt:) r :Jit to• a lortr .... ~ ·,-.t t o.lilln- d...:l ~ t8 dldelow'~ll ~ pa.c• lorFok:it :~dlll: ooo.. Tof -.:i 
l'llr. h.1I.T1M, l'lA ."V:1lilf'lr:t r T~tr:-t' !'.F>.1 1h~ l'lhnill ht. 11nr, , ln,...,,11nr, t 'lAF:t, 'l'f: ,ww: "(1 r:l.,.'rnnoo ·r. :1 r "11'1 Thl!: 
~f' ·;ert les 11'11 POle' ,:.~~n ~·~ - ' lal•.n. ho.l>e'>'~. ~ W,.;o 'ro..tdn a Pti't~-.!c• toM ~nlcill M"~iP'Jcn 10 
pt~.CI.IQI ")j,f tM'l~ ('1111'16~ 11'1".!: C.n'~ IVflt :YIIr alii(;!(. 
PRECEDENT STUDIES 
EXPLORING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE COGNITIVE IMAGE THROUGH 
ARCHITECTURE: 
TOWARDS A NEW REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR THE SAPS 
CLIENT AND BRIEF 
The eli« I 'ct lift 1=~ P, It to &.!1.1 Alricarl PoiJO£o S'!'t"oios 1md1!r che 
Mir'ltS\1'QI ~  Th ~o~>t~lfoe< ani~ 11'11 ~ ,<,·,..atuit.. ~a~al 
Pmo'Wlr.<"JI rl>.'lf:,..,..,. Thu> ..... '""''" nr.-11'.-.IF. ' """ r-: .~., oWIWl I'I"J<'t l(,.,vo\•1 
NlWI.!IIire$jll:l'l.lto>.'WSMSII3Jp)IKI I'JI'J:;MC:xr:~rC>TWIM:<4113 
~.....,.""' llU~~•.Jfjfj;3 fJIY .. , ... ,""", :; n .... t._~ .. tl)lt·,R':f~U'.oi 
divi&icn ~~•ni- Geoo·alei.~N;r:t.eni.FL'ldio!; lorthe pr~ ... ·il 
ba iUO<: :ot..:ltrr':h•Ci""'·•rr,.-•ni•IJox ~.••y :tlloo.·aroc-• 
~E CLIEN'l S ·'<EQU RE'.I ~ rtTS 
TI~~: ~ :JO "-'Ii'iu.tdqu;,olo.•:;ulll ~t< So.il.t)tAI· "-"ijtPVIto.>I;S\:I¥t\!l.."-" h-' 
Kw1>n ,, Nabl r<Voen ""'co-lt)! cocUJ>i<;" 1'10 Set•""""" Building , 
CJftclo ~---~- Th lti3Ei ~'7•tneon: flr nk ~ lo; 1oiJ -rldenew' 
haM!in...: ~t:.~,.,;ltl -.p~ior-.. cteerrupl.on::.!lir:~ l•· ... adiltklr! 
f'llnlc "(1 rv"i~M r.'Yr .liLo; ~11r.t ~\~WI C':.+., ,..., l'lw!n ~..-lr"NII ~~ 
C:>t'IYIW.Uor-a ,_Ac::or-~ loa"""ilt :)N; :l'le;>rc:.rlwnciil ~~.., 
v,'Jll>ne: folcw.'t'd ~ndlhe ~.MOll~~ beN,-_. pre.~ 0'11'1""'",/.'· 
-GI'I.a~lr-J. at'd c.ltw;as~utdo"'«:. FJI1tw·~. th8 IN~flf&hipof 
tt.po "'"'"''aL ~ro.q-t ...,~- ~~1\.lr-f. ll,., Oooliof;~ ood hallh• ~~ 
fiiJ~emtorll fr::otUwSeo~musbo.MI:l'fltlalont~,Yil: •t~ b.oildir")t­
»:M -~ :lf1 c'R1 e ~ ~on. 
F\~J"-""'l'lc,II"- ~.Hklir J ll'.!l.!'.llf'""coo.l1.' .it.;ro h~ l.xx.~r \•~rd 1v 00 
I.IM&~ ~:llelcflhe~l!et:.nofPr~;'f'IW 1-<l.ard~.JatW,rs.~rry, 
psrt. """<J3nd i »t9 1'9~•Ji"•mM1t& Mrw nc·. ~ .»e~•.ao.lltl1 m~ 
pr""lion b_ -.,.. bt. dir-,; rs ,. st..n~nJ,-:>dl;:. •risl :>fli<:a*'<;k -..-h;ct 
dces rJOI. J.Milr :>l-i'Jfl"lOic l 'leiM.lt":xirilll'" -:l "at.Jr&oflh! ~olos-vice 
Forl---.-.-.r>rfl, •~...--.ll:>n>...-lteflVa'·~"'"'"n"'.JHr.'tt.l fl" <>A '-""' ·"" 
.... tt , II'Kop.J:>Iic.~ oo.JidiMIIII ·~ Ih•·.lhllbllr1:turjjorm '~ 
<IW2Y.'llfw.' to~ Co-.nl c.-.-. llM··· · fJffi"' ,.., rn ""U"J"" ..... 1-..t.o..-l ... 
&\PS .. oo.JIIouiA-tJiou- Thullu4ti••1!J •...,;ut:r '-"<IW "'-'!'""N,.,.._,,.,,.; 
bt.ng X• t-xn"'igt'•r tt ant,.M-'I'C.K""oC'XJbtl1ltc~~tt'141~'XI s 
io:>l.lkrc M'ip:.;~ibtyconlrit•.Jt..,. toa.M~aotr:• :w>.: e~w...-:1 pu~bG 
Fwli)'lrithA s-t.PS 11 ')ll'rJI 1'1A:v.nrm r:;a. ·m .. 10'1ir1Jih~ll: ..... ~rJI 11fl 
$et'Vtiorllllj bo,rk 'lOJ l flld I'W ~:II flf !A.. ·~ Q4 I'.X!QnrJOOO•"~rl ~fQv~ IQr 
iill lliii..I. OI'l i .JC!lll$h&Pi"VV'M-.::r.fiiHo-.o;;.jQI. i111orol':i ~· t i& S..I.P$,thoe 
....... ~h..,;r~ l· "-'oJo.::.<IIJ' INI\JOOJ!I:;.ii \, Ji;(!I I \.>IIIHo..-"''"'U 'o'I ' :.O~ 
Hllfi('-V'W'5 hr t "'& ~JI.PS , K~.olol' .llu r~MI t~ !~ (llg tW 
Pfo'icl'lcogicalli "KiptJ16UUI,.,.. M-:! Wrl plat;6 :tM' tear.ec 
:rloot:Cmmoo:'bjoo al:h8 S•,....Mn~M Do.. •:iinl;; . Th8 ~ll(,liCnoal ~.l.YM-'6 
btopr:l': l; et , l dr*flst 'ali'itfe'ot. U 'If'e U"'IUSJlg1-~e<I~I .Jnit$ 
•.Jcl'1 s~ t-.. !-iA',','I($_f"ox::h....m.:.M, "t- i1 Ciioortl\3o raqo..;w,...,:ia 
rwmerlrlolpe.rt:x-locludeden"t4!M.e-, tl 'lf'e III Polle-e!.'.JS-t\rllt-
PilJ'!'Ic-T~tolale,ollk•,.. a"KI&I•IWIO;'ofhs~• ·~,ltl• 
"'J'PfU 'o•~ ulll rt: MJr..;Auoui~<JJJ ... J /olutiiJI<Oi~C...· ··JOIJf~ 
'I .J.J O..i.ail•~ c ..... on..• 
Tht liev· ~loe.i>!lif•.jql,l~ · t~ Rf"~ bcti"I:M :xJt. ~ IWI': tlw 
pell-:• •-1-:•. Ill b t "t."ltlorM &i.M lhe b!i.l-*"~ •d "'fflp tldf.""' 1M 
$JUl:*il'llll~~CIA lhu~.A:o~li.rk.:~ •· d~.~:r 1 l'I1Ji:' l1. 1~a:SAPS 
h•·· '"' te.>r"•ao:.l hil tr:-·ic•":.· or~•i<x;lo e"""""lhe.Jnju,.J."' ·'""cf 
.a~anhe:d. r wtt"ieiTlOI'e, ltre pXe inw~ 'W~ ~~-.: .as :he Tediii 
h"" <lrn•m~lt...-...-rt .>~-'lfho'>llalill·,· At.r4lr1Mu...,t.-> ...-.r, 'i1""" 
and:>ro\'idn• :oos·N-ermageofc.hePOice J re~un:l :0:...-lh! JTtOre. 
tt.l hl. c1rro() ., m f' '<W.•1Aro r•'-""'"""'.-'"'-·•~Jftl',,.,,..,_llov lt-,. 
I rio..~•~ ._. f cJ f lU .-: 'JJ ~~~~ JJ, ;, ;,. ;, . ..._,, ,.,. ,, f·<olll/.., IJUir;u .Jrurc or 
pes~~:• !mil;• :•tw ..,su .. !kl,. Thet.lildit'-; n" dltG!rM:lftthem to 
Cl<llll..-.. ... lnOO I.._ "' ""' rhll1 1.> .,..__"' ·1,..- rw•·rlflf'.ft 
The em'.in-g e e>ell'leal ~~st;.tlon I>I,I I*';J -:ont"'t slle ~»~ 
,.,~....._~ ."ofo(l r~rn("'fll'l'rrn"""" TMtw141.1ul(.l ll\ ln ill">l'.ornrTKJ<Iro·~ 
2 iJOO I!O'....._ ...... kif; ., P t;; ".,. '~·"•t:'-'1-'!' ' l , C<ot~ U 'lll-jrvJI.t·ou 
.a:imlrW~·Ialht.ard~•.ur.Jrrt; .• F..,I1Mfm-:on t"'&bo..k"'lg ls10•"'19'1l& 
... · :t ttlep~.:ll~ 'lhx.7r:h'"' orovilooof s ~ ::e M• moriat WlhcrlOilr :Jf 
l <lllrJnolfoc.·:o Rcml:..- tlef'1!Jlt--"'lho:Jpcxpo.t:tleorlvc.:>:Jfl h c hnc 
e .-er)"dl'o'· ~ IJ II'I'!X'f'"..llnl !hilt """""';le be P41d ll.l::helf br.-:ery •"KI 
•OK>n"i..,.._ F.Jrt-T :>M , po-n·."ii;:on~ to l:.m..t: il b:rlrpubk.po :>ll 
hlttOf!' mui~T a!Uoc'le<: toa -:aleleliil. Tl'4!n ~ublc f ile lin .~1 p .-; 
:.111 NII~Uilo.lll ~<Ill 111 :JI.._.kwrw •.Jvw11 ~ iol h<11~ ur~:o~ rult<li.Jt.oll. IIII .Jt.l~ 
lt.,~ ltu i)Uir;~ IJ .IJWI~i)· I IH'•'<-
MEAl< !'-IG UP THE ~CE 6lOCK: ~CAL; '•: 
Nortto faek'-; !lkr...ks *"~ mo·e llgl' t anc PfC',ict 
1 <n;,•• ! '""""''f•"" "' ~" 11 11:p•••"•••••·•"" Y• 
tion 
A'-"' 'flf':IA loltlo'> ~lll~"W'.r>'t ~Ito~ L<'lllmil' Milll'l r" l.' -.rik:lf'l.1 ,.;-~ r:~~r -SO I'Jrik.~ rTh(ll'l 
... -ert"'"" •nd .,..,..,.,.poliO@ oi'IO@f'~ ·- ·" klll!od ~ •.1c~..,t ~la~lw~- n- • ..p~ ... Ito""" ... .,.'11 
oo1T a~r:id6n-& • ...n.t'ett'i41 1mag• «tt'!41:l0klt • .wcamas;..:i'f' •oo..-;h 'l'l•mediJ TM 
i •. !Jio : "'"' •" ' " .lj:>11UHfJiiL I II 11.,1• -~ l•o'< l...,o ll• ot <~ ;o I • ool;ol , • • J I . HI "'" ~· II ~ ~ k, o;M 
-..1'nctis • •·•r ·Milh ..o"""l)"•t.._U,.,., ,w..,,..,.._ """ ,-..-rols . l ~lt-J polroc:>l:on o"ldirnloj,;.;r 
t'\al nM:ls tc-bt ::1\J~ itnd ar:hhet.nreeds to f:mn par . of -t &S<l Jt·:)n. 
secure but 
Tl'.;r'""""-~m f.cilde Rlt;nrg "'IOI~"""'Nn..-a Sl,--.,at n mo.::h 
C.lit;M" at: .f.aCMontoi--lcyl P'a •k.0nltli1 ... 3t01'\, ltlt p.Jblc 
, ... r.-.rofmo•·~·1~· " r...,.,.. ofl--.nl .:,.-:•.,... f ..-:"""'" 
Jcpl!rei!l:ltfpri.-BoMt ·~e«.1J'IIfO:h"'"lich•·e r.!' up c1!te 
:-xt..,. ....... Tl' &high ghlt ,,. &it pem'lliblltj atid 
J X>rot~~y a•o·.•~h ltreq;ooco••IN'dol 'l ;)vtr!-uJI ..-l n r er, 
f" ~MIC<::U ..... Mt4oJ. m..hi!lfd 80.1f'!ocoNJIItlo!;. bo.II I-*';J -..-hlcl" ~·.g 
rdleJ•.J..oeoflheoi:I~I N\)8. 
!;;;I,,R iY 'ol'~ .r.;>I'RO.:.CHJt.!' ILITY 
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EXPLORING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE COGNITIVE IMAGE THROUGH 
ARCHITECTURE: 
TOWARDS A NEW REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR THE SAPS 
View along Florence Nzama street showing the western facade. Hard concrete elements reaching out to the 




EXPLORING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE COGNITIVE IMAGE THROUGH 
ARCHITECTURE: 
TOWARDS A NEW REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR THE SAPS 
View along Stalwart Simelane Street showing the eastern facade. A steel mesh screen undulates along the 





EXPLORING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE COGNITIVE IMAGE THROUGH 
ARCHITECTURE: 
TOWARDS A NEW REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR THE SAPS 
View showing the pathway through the fallen police officers memorial park. A memorial wall inscribed with the 
names of the deceased officers runs through the park towards the headquarters. 
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- Operational Inspections 
Prov Commander 
Inspections: Support Services 
Monitoring 
Section Commander 

























-- Work-Study ...... Investigations Job Evaluation 
(Support) 
Prov Commander 
Complaints Against the Police 
Section Commander 











Cross Cutting Strategies 
Section Commander 


























entre for Service Excellence 
Section Commander 










Firearm, Liquor & Second 
Hand Goods Control 
Provincial Co-
ordinator 




Child, Gender Based 





K9 & Mounted Service 
Provincial Co-ordinator 




Prov Commander Prov Commander 
Prov Commander Public Order Policing Operation Support 
Border Policing & Tactical Response (Air wing 1 SFT I NIUI & 
Team External Deployment 
Co-ordination> 
Prov 
Prov Coor inator 
Coordinator Public Order 
Border Policing 
Policing & 
Section Commander actical Respons .._ 
Teams xternal Deployment 
Provincial Commander 
VIP & Static Protection 
Provincial Commander 
Physical Security Management 
Section Commander 
Commander Commander 
Land Ports Entry ea Ports Entr 
Provincial Commander 
PSS Generic Support 
Commander 
ir Ports Entry 
F- National Key Points & Strategic 
Installations 
Section Commander ...._ 
Security Advisory Services 
Section Commander 
Financial & Administration Services 
Section Commander 





















General Crime Investigation 
Section Commander 
- Crime Investigations 
Geographical Placed clusters) 
Section Commander 
1-- Crime investigations 
{Geographical Placed Clusters! 
:::.ect1on commanaer 
.__ Crime Investigations 














MGP & Services 
Section 
Commander 
































Management & Life 
Vehicle Demand Management, -
Cycle Utilisation & Life Cycle 
Performance Performance Management 
Management 
Section Commander 
!- Disposal Management 
Vehicles 





















Switching Centre/High Sites/ Down 










(SLA/ Asset Management 
Section Commander 
End User Equipment 
Management ( Inc. 
Specialised equipment) 
Section Commander 


















ffilob Evaluations, Career 
Pathing & Job Descriptions 
Provincial Commander 
Employee Relations & Life Cycle 
Management 
Provincial Commander 
Human Resource Planning & 
Utilisation 
Provincial Commander 




































Legal Operation Support 
Section Commander 
Overt Operational Intelligence 
Analysis & Co-ordination 
Section Commander 
Crime Statistics, Crime Data 















Crime operations Support 
Section Commander 
Crime Detection Support 
Section Commander 









Labour Dispute Management 
Section Head 
Litigation & Administration 






(according to geographical requirements) 
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I --------- I ------------------------------------------------------------------ I --------------- I -------------- I ----------- I 
I SERIAL I DESCRIPTION OF ROOM I PROPOSED I NORM I ASM I 
I NO I I PU I PER PU I I 
I ---------- I ------------------------------------------------------------------- I ------------------------· I ----------------- I -----------· I 
I I ASSIGNABLE AREA (80%) I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I SAPS I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I SERVICE POINT I I I I 
I I COVERED VERANDAH I 1 I 15.00 I 15.00 I 
I I WORK AREA lN FRONT OF COUNTER I 1 I 40.00 I 40.00 I 
I I (Including helpdesk for certifying of documents) I I I I 
I I WORK AREA BEHIND COUNTER I 1 I 20.00 I 20.00 I 
I I AREA FOR TAKING DOWN OF STATEMENTS I 3 I 1.00 I 3.00 I 
I I TAKING DOWN OF SENSffiVE STATEMENTS I 1 I 12.00 I 12.00 I 
I I REST ROOM FOR MEMBERS WORKING I 1 I 24.00 I 24.00 I 
I I SHIFTS (With shower, washbasin, toilets & lockers: I I I I 
I I PARADE ROOM I 1 I 16.00 I 16.00 I 
I I KITCHEN I 1 I 4.00 I 4.00 I 
I I RADIO ROOM I 1 I 12.00 I 12.00 I 
I I STATIONERY STORE (With shelves) I 1 I 6.00 I 6.00 I 
I I FINGERPRINT AREA (With washbasin) I 1 I 4.00 I 4.00 I 
I I CAS TERMINAL OFFICE I 1 I 12.00 I 12.00 I 
I I CRIME OFFICE I 1 I 16.00 I 16.00 I 
I I TEMPORARILY SAP 13 STORE I 1 I 6.00 I 6.00 I 
I I esc COMMANDER I 1 I 12.00 I 12.00 I 
I I PUBLIC TOILETS I I I I 
I I MALE I 1.00 I I I 
I I FEMALE I 1.00 I I I 
I I DISABLED I 1.00 I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I VICTIM FRIENDLY & SUPPORT CENTRE I 1 I 42.00 I 42.00 I 
I I Consisting of: I I I I 
I I Reception & Waiting Room I 1 I 16.00 I I 
I I Counselling Room I I I 12.00 I I 
I I Bathroom I I i 4.00 I I 
I I Treatment room I I I 10.00 I I 
I I I I I I 
I I OFFICE ACCOMMODATION I I I I 
I I GENERAL (Director-General) I o I 40.00 I o.oo I 
I I LIEUTENANT-GENERAL (Deputy DG) I 0 I 32.00 I 0.00 I 
I I MAJOR-GENERAL (Chief Director) I 0 I 28.00 I 0.00 I 
I I BRIGADJER I o I 24.00 I o.oo I 
I I COLONEL (Deputy Director) I 0 I 20.00 I 0.00 I 
I I LIEUTENANT-COLONEL (Asst Director) I 0 I 16.00 I 0.00 I 
I I CAPTAIN I o I 12.00 I o.oo I 
I I MEMBER I o I 12.00 I o.oo I 
I I MEMBERS I OPEN PLAN OFFICE I 0 I 8.00 I 0.00 I 
I I TYPISTS (Pool) I 0 I 6.00 I 0.00 I 
I I SECRETARY I TYPIST I PAC I 0 I 12.00 I 0.00 I 
I I SECRETARY WITH WAmNG AREA I 0 I 16.00 I 0.00 I 
I I WAITING AREA NEAREST TO SECRETARY I 0 I 8.00 I 0.00 I 
I I ADMIN CLERKS I 0 I 8.00 I o.oo I 
I I CABINETS I 0 I 0.90 I o.oo I 
I I PHOTO COPY MACHINE I 0 I 4.00 I 0.00 I 
I 




I --------- I ----·-------------·········-·--··········-----···········-----···· I -----·-········ I ·····--------- I ----------- I 
I SERIAL I DESCRIPTION OF ROOM I PROPOSED I NORM I ASM I 
I NO I I PU I PER PU I I 
I ········•· I --···············-------------------------------------------------- I ------------------------· I ----------------- I ------------ I 
I I RECEPTION WITH SWITCHBOARD I 0 I 16.00 I 0.00 I 
I I SOCIAL WORKER I 0 I 12.00 I 0.00 I 
I I MEMBERS WORKING SHIFTS I 0 I 6.00 I 0.00 I 
I I INTERROGATION ROOM (Soundproof) I 0 I 12.00 I 0.00 I 
I I FINGER PRINTING OFFICE (With wash basin) I 0 I 4.00 I 0.00 I 
I I POTS ROOM I 0 I 12.00 I 0.00 I 
I I SWITCHBOARD I o I 12.00 I 0.00 I 
I I COMPUTER SERVER ROOM I 0 I 12.00 I 0.00 I 
I I LIBRARY I 0 I 7777777 I ####### I 
I I COMMITTEE ROOM I Number of persons I 1.80 I #######I 
I I CONFERENCE ROOM I Number of persons I 3.50 I ####### I 
I I LECTURE I TEA ROOM I First 30 persons I 1.40 I ####### I 
I I LECTURE I TEA ROOM I Next 20 persons I 1.20 I ####### I 
I I LECTURE I TEA ROOM I The remaining I 1.10 I ####### I 
I I TEA ROOM I Number of persons I 0.50 I #######I 
I I KITCHEN I Number of persons I 0.05 I ####### I 
I I FIRST AID ROOM I 0 I 4.00 I 0.00 I 
I I TRAlNlNG ROOM (Computers) I Number of persons I 3.00 I #######I 
I I RECREATION ROOM I 0 I 24.00 I 0.00 I 
I I I I I I 
I I GARAGE I I I I 
I I MECHANICS (Work Niche) I o I 72.00 I o.oo I 
I I SERVICE LIFT I 0 I 40.00 I 0.00 I 
I I OFFICE FOR MECHANICS I Number of persons I 8.00 I ####### I 
I I DOUBLE WORK BAy I 0 I 112.00 I 0.00 I 
I I COMPRESSOR ROOM I 0 I 12.00 I 0.00 I 
I I BATTERY ROOM I 0 I 10.00 I 0.00 I 
I I CHANGING OF TYRES I 0 I 40.00 I 0.00 I 
I I TYRE STORE I I I I 
I I LIGHT VEHICLE I Number oftyres I 0.12 I ####### I 
I I HEAVY VEHICLES I Number oftyres I 0.27 I ####### I 
I I CASPIR I Nmnber oftyres I 1.06 I ####### I 
I I I I I I 
I I TECHNICAL WORKSHOP I 0 I 30.00 I 0.00 I 
1 1 (Air conditioner must be provided) I I I I 
I I CLOCK ROOM( With Showers & lockers) I ????????????? I 10.00 I ####### I 
I I I I I I 
DOG UNIT 1 10.00 1 o.oo 1 
DOG HANDLERS Number of persons I 6.00 I ####### I 
DOG FOOD STORE Number of dogs I 0.23 I ####### I 
CLINIC o I 16.00 I 0.00 I 
KENNELS FOR SICK DOGS Number of kennels I 4.00 I ####### I 
DOG KENNELS (Only cement slab) Number of dogs 18.00 I #######I 
KITCHEN TO PREP ARE DOG FOOD Nmnber of dogs 0.23 I ####### I 
CLOCK ROOM( With Showers & lockers) ????????????? 10.00 I ####### I 
Non Assignable area: 1 1 
DOGDIPPINGTANK 1.00 15.00 I I 
EXERCISE YARD 1.00 2500.00 I I 
FREERUNNINGAREA 1.00 40.00 I I 
I I 
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